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Abstract
The non-linear invariance principle of Mossel, O’Donnell and Oleszkiewicz establishes that if fpx1, . . . , xnq
is a multilinear low-degree polynomial with low influences then the distribution of fpB1, . . . ,Bnq is close
(in various senses) to the distribution of fpG1, . . . ,Gnq, where Bi PR t´1, 1u are independent Bernoulli
random variables and Gi „ Np0, 1q are independent standard Gaussians. The invariance principle has seen
many application in theoretical computer science, including the Majority is Stablest conjecture, which
shows that the Goemans–Williamson algorithm for MAX-CUT is optimal under the Unique Games
Conjecture.
More generally, MOO’s invariance principle works for any two vectors of hypercontractive random
variables pX1, . . . ,Xnq, pY1, . . . ,Ynq such that (i) Matching moments: Xi and Yi have matching first and
second moments, (ii) Independence: the variables X1, . . . ,Xn are independent, as are Y1, . . . ,Yn.
The independence condition is crucial to the proof of the theorem, yet in some cases we would like
to use distributions pX1, . . . ,Xnq in which the individual coordinates are not independent. A common
example is the uniform distribution on the slice
`
rns
k
˘
which consists of all vectors px1, . . . , xnq P t0, 1u
n
with Hamming weight k. The slice shows up in theoretical computer science (hardness amplification,
direct sum testing), extremal combinatorics (Erdo˝s–Ko–Rado theorems) and coding theory (in the guise
of the Johnson association scheme).
Our main result is an invariance principle in which pX1, . . . ,Xnq is the uniform distribution on a slice`
rns
pn
˘
and pY1, . . . ,Ynq consists either of n independent Berppq random variables, or of n independent
Npp, pp1´ pqq random variables. As applications, we prove a version of Majority is Stablest for functions
on the slice, a version of Bourgain’s tail theorem, a version of the Kindler–Safra structural theorem, and
a stability version of the t-intersecting Erdo˝s–Ko–Rado theorem, combining techniques of Wilson and
Friedgut.
Our proof relies on a combination of ideas from analysis and probability, algebra and combinatorics.
In particular, we make essential use of recent work of the first author which describes an explicit Fourier
basis for the slice.
1 Introduction
Analysis of Boolean functions is an area at the intersection of theoretical computer science, functional analysis
and probability theory, which traditionally studies Boolean functions on the Boolean cube t0, 1un. A recent
development in the area is the non-linear invariance principle of Mossel, O’Donnell and Oleszkiewicz [26], a
vast generalization of the fundamental Berry–Esseen theorem. The Berry–Esseen theorem is a quantitative
version of the Central Limit Theorem, giving bounds on the speed of convergence of a sum
ř
iXi to the
corresponding Gaussian distribution. Convergence occurs as long as none of the summands Xi is too “promi-
nent”. The invariance principle is an analog of the Berry–Esseen theorem for low-degree polynomials. Given
a low-degree polynomial f on n variables in which none of the variables is too prominent (technically, f has
low influences), the invariance principle states that the distribution of fpX1, . . . , Xnq and fpY1, . . . , Ynq is
similar as long as each of the vectors pX1, . . . , Xnq and pY1, . . . , Ynq consists of independent coordinates, the
distributions of Xi, Yi have matching first and second moments, and the variablesXi, Yi are hypercontractive.
The invariance principle came up in the context of proving a conjecture, Majority is Stablest, claiming
that the majority function is the most noise stable among functions which have low influences. It is often
applied in the following setting: the Xi are skewed Bernoulli variables, and the Yi are the matching normal
distributions. The invariance principle allows us to analyze a function on the Boolean cube (corresponding
to the Xi) by analyzing its counterpart in Gaussian space (corresponding to the Yi), in which setting it can
be analyzed using geometric methods. This approach has been used to prove many results in analysis of
Boolean functions (see for example [19]).
The proof of the invariance principle relies on the product structure of the underlying probability spaces.
The challenge of proving an invariance principle for non-product spaces seems far from trivial. Here we
prove such an invariance principle for the distribution over X1, . . . , Xn which is uniform over the slice
`rns
k
˘
,
defined as: ˆrns
k
˙
“ tpx1, . . . , xnq P t0, 1un : x1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` xn “ ku.
This setting arises naturally in hardness of approximation, see e.g. [6], and in extremal combinatorics (the
Erdo˝s–Ko–Rado theorem and its many extensions).
Our invariance principle states that if f is a low-degree function on
`rns
k
˘
having low influences, then
the distributions of fpX1, . . . , Xnq and fpY1, . . . , Ynq are close, where X1, . . . , Xn is the uniform distribution
on
`rns
k
˘
, and Y1, . . . , Yn are either independent Bernoulli variables with expectation k{n, or independent
Gaussians with the same mean and variance.
The classical invariance principle is stated only for low-influence functions. Indeed, high-influence func-
tions like fpx1, . . . , xnq “ x1 behave very differently on the Boolean cube and on Gaussian space. For
the same reason, the condition of low-influence is necessary when comparing functions on the slice and on
Gaussian space.
The invariance principle allows us to generalize two fundamental results to this setting: Majority is
Stablest and Bourgain’s tail bound. Using Bourgain’s tail bound, we prove an analog of the Kindler–Safra
theorem, which states that if a Boolean function is close to a function of constant degree, then it is close to
a junta.
As a corollary of our Kindler–Safra theorem, we prove a stability version of the t-intersecting Erdo˝s–Ko–
Rado theorem, combining the method of Friedgut [17] with calculations of Wilson [32]. Friedgut showed that
a t-intersecting family in
`rns
k
˘
of almost maximal size p1´ ǫq`n´t
k´t
˘
is close to an optimal family (a t-star) as
long as λ ă k{n ă 1{pt` 1q ´ ζ (when k{n ą 1{pt` 1q, t-stars are no longer optimal). We extend his result
to the regime k{n « 1{pt` 1q.
The classical invariance principle is stated for multilinear polynomials, implicitly relying on the fact that
every function on t0, 1un can be represented (uniquely) as a multilinear polynomial, and that multilinear
polynomials have the same mean and variance under any product distribution in which the individual factors
have the same mean and variance. In particular, the classical invariance principle shows that the correct way
to lift a low-degree, low-influence function from t0, 1un to Gaussian space is via its multilinear representation.
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The analogue of the collection of low degree multilinear functions on the discrete cube is given by the
collection of low degree multilinear polynomials annihilated by the operator
řn
i“1
B
Bxi . Dunkl [9, 10] showed
that every function on the slice has a unique representation as a multilinear polynomial annihilated by the
operator
řn
i“1
B
Bxi . We call a polynomial satisfying this condition a harmonic function. In a recent paper [13],
the first author showed that low-degree harmonic functions have similar mean and variance under both the
uniform distribution on the slice and the corresponding Bernoulli and Gaussian product distributions. This
is a necessary ingredient in our invariance principle.
Our results also apply for function on the slice that are not written in their harmonic representation.
Starting with an arbitrary multilinear polynomial f , there is a unique harmonic function f˜ agreeing with f
on a given slice. We show that as long as f depends on few coordinates, the two functions f and f˜ are close
as functions over the Boolean cube. This implies that f behaves similarly on the slice, on the Boolean cube,
and on Gaussian space.
Our proof combines algebraic, geometric and analytic ideas. A coupling argument, which crucially relies
on properties of harmonic functions, shows that the distribution of a low-degree, low-influence harmonic
function f is approximately invariant when we move from the original slice to nearby slices. Taken together,
these slices form a thin layer around the original slice, on which f has roughly the same distribution as on
the original slice. The classical invariance principle implies that the distribution of f on the layer is close to
its distribution on the Gaussian counterpart of the layer, which turns out to be identical to its distribution
on all of Gaussian space, completing the proof.
A special case of our main result can be stated as follows.
Theorem 1.1. For every ǫ ą 0 and integer d ě 0 there exists τ “ τpǫ, dq ą 0 such that the following holds.
Let n ě 1{τ , and let f be a harmonic multilinear polynomial of degree d such that with respect to the uniform
measure νpn on the slice
`rns
pn
˘
, the variance of f is at most 1 and all influences of f are bounded by τ .
The CDF distance between the distribution of f on the slice νpn and the distribution of f under the
product measure µp with marginals Berppq is at most ǫ: for all σ P R,
| Pr
νpn
rf ă σs ´ Pr
µp
rf ă σs| ă ǫ.
This result is proved in Section 5.2.
Subsequent to this work, the first and third author came up with an alternative proof of Theorem 1.1 [25]
which doesn’t require the influences of f to be bounded. The proof is completely different, connecting the
measures µp and νpn directly without recourse to Gaussian space. While the main result of [25] subsumes
the main result of this paper, we believe that both approaches have merit. Furthermore, the applications of
the invariance principle appearing here are not reproduced in [25].
Paper organization An overview of our main results and methods appears in Section 2. Some prelimi-
naries are described in Section 3. We examine harmonic multilinear polynomials in Section 4. We prove the
invariance principle in Section 5. Section 6 proves Majority is Stablest, and Section 7 proves Bourgain’s tail
bound, two applications of the main invariance principle. Section 8 deduces a version of the Kindler–Safra
theorem from Bourgain’s tail bound. Our stability result for t-intersecting families appears in Section 9.
Some open problems are described in Section 10.
2 Overview
The goal of this section is to provide an overview of the results proved in this paper and the methods
used to prove them. It is organized as follows. Some necessary basic definitions appear in Subsection 2.1.
The invariance principle, its proof, and some standard consequences are described in Subsection 2.2. Some
applications of the invariance principle appear in Subsection 2.3: versions of Majority is stablest, Bourgain’s
theorem, and the Kindler–Safra theorem for the slice. An application of the Kindler–Safra theorem to
extremal combinatorics is described in Subsection 2.4. Finally, Subsection 2.5 presents results for non-
harmonic multilinear polynomials.
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2.1 Basic definitions
Measures Our work involves three main probability measures, parametrized by an integer n and a prob-
ability p P p0, 1q:
• µp is the product distribution supported on the Boolean cube t0, 1un given by µppSq “ p|S|p1´pqn´|S|.
• νpn is the uniform distribution on the slice
`rns
pn
˘ “ tpx1, . . . , xnq P t0, 1un : x1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` xn “ pnu (we
assume pn is an integer).
• Gp is the Gaussian product distribution Nppp, . . . , pq, pp1´ pqInq on Gaussian space Rn.
We denote by }f}π the L2 norm of the polynomial f with respect to the measure π.
Harmonic polynomials As stated in the introduction, we cannot expect an invariance principle to hold
for all multilinear polynomials, since for example the polynomial x1` ¨ ¨ ¨` xn´ pn vanishes on the slice but
not on the Boolean cube or on Gaussian space. We therefore restrict our attention to harmonic multilinear
polynomials, which are multilinear polynomials f satisfying the differential equation
nÿ
i“1
Bf
Bxi “ 0.
(The name harmonic, whose common meaning is different, was lifted from the literature.)
Dunkl [9, 10] showed that every function on the slice
`rns
pn
˘
has a unique representation as a harmonic
multilinear polynomial whose degree is at most minppn, p1´ pqnq. This is the analog of the well-known fact
that every function on the Boolean cube has a unique representation as a multilinear polynomial.
One crucial property of low-degree harmonic multilinear polynomials is invariance of their L2 norm: for
any p ď 1{2 and any harmonic multilinear polynomial f of degree d ď pn,
}f}µp “ }f}Gp “ }f}νpn
ˆ
1˘O
ˆ
d2
pp1´ pqn
˙˙
.
This is proved in Filmus [13], and in fact this result (and its applications in the present work) was the main
motivation for [13].
Influences The classical definition of influence for a function f on the Boolean cube goes as follows. Define
f rispxq “ fpxrisq, where xris results from flipping the ith coordinate of x. The ith cube-influence of f is given
by
Infci rf s “ }f ´ f ris}2µp “
›››› BfBxi
››››2
µp
“ 1
pp1´ pq
ÿ
iPS
fˆpSq2.
This notion doesn’t make sense for functions on the slice, since the slice is not closed under flipping
of a single coordinate. Instead, we consider what happens when two coordinates are swapped. Define
f pijqpxq “ fpxpijqq, where xpijq results from swapping the ith and jth coordinates of x. The pi, jqth slice-
influence of f is given by
Infsij rf s “ E
νpn
rpf ´ f pijqq2s.
The influence of a single coordinate i is then defined as
Infsi rf s “
1
n
nÿ
j“1
Infsij rf s.
The two definitions are related: Lemma 5.4 shows that if d “ Op?nq then
Infsi rf s “ Op
ˆ
d
n
Vrf s ` Infscrf s
˙
.
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(The variance can be taken with respect to either the Boolean cube or the slice, due to the L2 invariance
property.)
Noise stability The classical definition of noise stability for a function f on the Boolean cube goes as
follows:
S
c
ρrf s “ Erfpxqfpyqs,
where x „ µp and y is obtained from x by letting yi “ xi with probability ρ, and yi „ µp otherwise.
The analogous definition on the slice is slightly more complicated. For a function f on the slice,
S
s
ρrf s “ Erfpxqfpyqs,
where x „ νpn and y is obtained from x by doing Popn´12 log 1ρq random transpositions (here Popλq is
a Poisson distribution with mean λ). That this definition is the correct analog can be seen through the
spectral lens:
S
c
ρrf s “
ÿ
d
ρd}f“d}2µp , Ssρrf s “
ÿ
d
ρd´dpd´1q{n}f“d}2µpn .
Here f“d is the dth homogeneous part of f consisting of all monomials of degree d.
2.2 Invariance principle
Our main theorem is an invariance principle for the slice.
Theorem 5.8. Let f be a harmonic multilinear polynomial of degree d such that with respect to νpn,
Vrf s ď 1 and Infsi rf s ď τ for all i P rns. Suppose that τ ď I´dp δK and n ě Idp {δK , for some constants Ip,K.
For any C-Lipschitz functional ψ and for π P tGp, µpu,
| E
νpn
rψpfqs ´ E
π
rψpfqs| “ OppCδq.
Proof sketch. Let ψ be a Lipschitz functional and f a harmonic multilinear polynomial of unit variance,
low slice-influences, and low degree d. A simple argument (mentioned above) shows that f also has low
cube-influences, and this implies that
E
νk
rψpfqs « E
νpn
rψpfqs ˘Op
ˆ |k ´ np|?
n
¨
?
d
˙
.
The idea is now to apply the multidimensional invariance principle jointly to f and to S “ x1`¨¨¨`xn´np?
pp1´pqn ,
deducing
E
µp
rψpfq1|S|ďσs “ E
Gp
rψpfq1|S|ďσs ˘ ǫ.
Let γp,q be the restriction of Gp to the Gaussian slice tpx1, . . . , xnq P Rn : x1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` xn “ qnu. An easy
argument shows that since f is harmonic, the distribution of fpGpq and fpγp,qq is identical, and so
E
Gp
rψpfq1|S|ďσs “ Pr
Gp
r|S| ď σs E
Gp
rψpfqs.
Similarly,
E
µp
rψpfq1|S|ďσs “ Pr
µp
r|S| ď σspE
µp
rψpfqs ˘Oppσ
?
dqq.
Since PrGpr|S| ď σs « Prµpr|S| ď σs “ Θppσq, we can conclude that
E
νpn
rψpfqs « E
Gp
rψpfqs ˘Op
´
σ
?
d` ǫ
σ
¯
.
By choosing σ appropriately, we balance the two errors and obtain our invariance principle.
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As corollaries, we bound the Le´vy and CDF distances between fpνpnq, fpµpq and fpGpq:
Corollary 5.9. Let f be a harmonic multilinear polynomial of degree d such that with respect to νpn,
Vrf s ď 1 and Infsi rf s ď τ for all i P rns. There are parameters Xp, X such that for any 0 ă ǫ ă 1{2, if
τ ď X´dp ǫX and n ě Xdp {ǫX then the Le´vy distance between fpνpnq and fpπq is at most ǫ, for π P tGp, µpu.
In other words, for all σ,
Pr
νpn
rf ď σ ´ ǫs ´ ǫ ď Pr
π
rf ď σs ď Pr
νpn
rf ď σ ` ǫs ` ǫ.
Corollary 5.11. Let f be a harmonic multilinear polynomial of degree d such that with respect to νpn,
Vrf s “ 1 and Infsi rf s ď τ for all i P rns. There are parameters Yp, Y such that for any 0 ă ǫ ă 1{2, if
τ ď pYpdq´dǫY d and n ě pYpdqd{ǫY d then the CDF distance between fpνpnq and fpπq is at most ǫ, for
π P tGp, µpu. In other words, for all σ,
| Pr
νpn
rf ď σs ´ Pr
π
rf ď σs| ď ǫ.
The proofs of these corollaries closely follows the proof of the analogous results in [26].
2.3 Applications
As applications to our invariance principle, we prove analogues of three classical results in analysis of Boolean
functions: Majority is stablest; Bourgain’s theorem; and the Kindler–Safra theorem:
Theorem 6.3. Let f :
`rns
pn
˘ Ñ r0, 1s have expectation µ and satisfy Infsi rf s ď τ for all i P rns. For any
0 ă ρ ă 1, we have
S
s
ρrf s ď Γρpµq `Op,ρ
ˆ
log log 1
α
log 1
α
˙
`Oρ
ˆ
1
n
˙
, where α “ minpτ, 1
n
q,
where Γρpµq is the probability that two ρ-correlated Gaussians be at most Φ´1pµq (here Φ is the CDF of a
standard Gaussian).
Theorem 7.2. Fix k ě 2. Let f : `rns
pn
˘ Ñ t˘1u satisfy Infsi rfďks ď τ for all i P rns. For some constants
Wp,k, C, if τ ďW´1p,k Vrf sC and n ěWp,k{Vrf sC then
}fąk}2 “ Ω
ˆ
Vrf s?
k
˙
.
Theorem 8.5. Fix the parameter k ě 2. Let f : `rns
pn
˘ Ñ t˘1u satisfy }fąk}2 “ ǫ. There exists a function
h :
`rns
pn
˘ Ñ t˘1u of degree k depending on Ok,pp1q coordinates (that is, invariant under permutations of all
other coordinates) such that
}f ´ h}2 “ Op,k
ˆ
ǫ1{C ` 1
n1{C
˙
,
for some constant C.
The proof of Theorem 6.3 closely follows its proof in [26]. The proofs of the other two theorems closely
follows analogous proofs in [21].
2.4 t-Intersecting families
As an application of our Kindler–Safra theorem, we prove a stability result for t-intersecting families.
First, a few definitions:
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• A t-intersecting family F Ď `rns
k
˘
is one in which |AXB| ě t for any A,B P F .
• A t-star is a family of the form tA P `rns
k
˘
: A Ě Ju, where |J | “ t.
• A pt, 1q-Frankl family is a family of the form tA P `rns
k
˘
: |AX J | ě t` 1u, where |J | “ t` 2.
Ahlswede and Khachatrian [1, 3] proved that if n ą pt ` 1qpk ´ t ` 1q and F is an intersecting family,
then |F | ď `n´t
k´t
˘
, and furthermore equality holds if and only if F is a t-star. They also proved that when
n “ pt` 1qpk´ t` 1q the same upper bound holds, but now equality holds for both t-stars and pt, 1q-Frankl
families.
A corresponding stability result was proved by Friedgut [17]:
Theorem 9.2. Let t ě 1, k ě t, λ, ζ ą 0, and λn ă k ă p 1
t`1 ´ ζqn. Suppose F Ď
`rns
k
˘
is a t-intersecting
family of measure |F | “ `n´t
k´t
˘´ ǫ`n
k
˘
. Then there exists a family G which is a t-star such that
|F△G|`
n
k
˘ “ Ot,λ,ζpǫq.
Friedgut’s theorem requires k{n to be bounded away from 1{pt ` 1q. Using the Kindler–Safra theorem
on the slice rather than the Kindler–Safra theorem on the Boolean cube (which is what Friedgut uses), we
can do away with this limitation:
Theorem 9.3. Let t ě 2, k ě t` 1 and n “ pt` 1qpk ´ t` 1q ` r, where r ą 0. Suppose that k{n ě λ for
some λ ą 0. Suppose F Ď `rns
k
˘
is a t-intersecting family of measure |F | “ `n´t
k´t
˘´ ǫ`n
k
˘
. Then there exists a
family G which is a t-star or a pt, 1q-Frankl family such that
|F△G|`
n
k
˘ “ Ot,λ
˜
max
˜ˆ
k
r
˙1{C
, 1
¸
ǫ1{C ` 1
n1{C
¸
,
for some constant C.
Furthermore, there is a constant At,λ such that ǫ ď At,λminpr{k, 1qC`1 implies that G is a t-star.
Our proof closely follows the argument of Friedgut [17], transplanting it from the setting of the Boolean
cube to the setting of the slice, using calculations of Wilson [32] in the latter setting. The argument involves
certain subtelties peculiar to the slice.
2.5 Non-harmonic functions
All results we have described so far apply only to harmonic multilinear polynomials. We mentioned that some
of these results trivially don’t hold for some non-harmonic multilinear polynomials: for example,
řn
i“1 xi´np
doesn’t exhibit invariance. This counterexample, however, is a function depending on all coordinates. In
contrast, we can show that some sort of invariance does apply for general multilinear polynomials that
depend on a small number of coordinates:
Theorem 4.3. Let f be a multilinear polynomial depending on d variables, and let f˜ be the unique harmonic
multilinear polynomial agreeing with f on
`rns
pn
˘
, where d ď pn ď n{2. For π P tµp,Gpu we have
}f ´ f˜}2π “ O
ˆ
d22d
pp1´ pqn
˙
}f}2π.
Proof sketch. Direct calculation (appearing in Lemma 4.2) shows that if ω is a Fourier character than
}ω ´ ω˜}2µp “ }ω ´ ω˜}2Gp “ O
ˆ
d2
pp1´ pqn
˙
,
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where ω˜ is defined analogously to f˜ .
We can assume without loss of generality that f depends only on the variables in rds “ t1, . . . , du. Since
f˜ “ řSĎrds fˆpSqω˜S,
}f ´ f˜}2π ď 2d
ÿ
SĎrds
fˆpSq2O
ˆ
d2
pp1´ pqn
˙
“ O
ˆ
d22d
pp1´ pqn
˙
}f}2π,
using the Cauchy–Schwartz inequality.
The idea of the proof is to prove a similar results for Fourier characters (Lemma 4.2) for individual
Fourier characters, and then to invoke the Cauchy–Schwartz inequality.
As a consequence, if we have a multilinear polynomial f depending on a small number of variables, its
harmonic projection f˜ (defined as in the theorem) has a similar expectation, L2 norm, variance and noise
stability (Corollary 4.4). This implies, for example, that our Majority is stablest theorem is tight: the
harmonic projection of the majority of a small number of indices serves as the tight example.
3 Preliminaries
Notation The notation 1E is the characteristic function of the event E. Expectation, variance and covari-
ance are denoted by E, V and Cov, respectively. The sign function is denoted sgn. The notation rns denotes
the set t1, . . . , nu. The slice `rns
k
˘
consists of all subsets of rns of cardinality k. We often identify subsets of
rns with their characteristic vectors in t0, 1un.
The notation Binpn, pq denotes a binomial distribution with n trials and success probability p. The
notation Popλq denotes a Poisson distribution with expectation λ. The notation Npµ,Σ2q denotes a normal
distribution with mean µ and covariance matrix Σ2. For a scalar p, we use p to denote a constant p vector
(of appropriate dimension which is clear from context) and In to denote the nˆ n identity matrix.
For a probability distribution π, }f} “ }f}π “
a
Eπrf2s is the L2 norm of f with respect to π. Note that
}f}1 “ Er|f |s.
The notation ab denotes the falling factorial function: ab “ apa´ 1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pa´ b` 1q.
Asymptotic notation (Op¨q and the like) will always denote non-negative expressions. When the expression
can be positive or negative, we use the notation ˘Op¨q. The underlying limit is always nÑ8. If the hidden
constant depends on variables V , we use the notation OV p¨q.
A C-Lipschitz functional is a function ψ : R Ñ R satisfying |ψpxq ´ ψpyq| ď C|x´ y|, which implies that
for functions f, g on the same domain:
Lemma 3.1. For every C-Lipschitz functional ψ and functions f, g on the same domain,
|Erψpfqs ´ Erψpgqs| ď C}f ´ g}.
Probability distributions Our argument will involve several different probability distributions on Rn
(where n will always be clear from context):
• µp is the product distribution supported on t0, 1un given by µppSq “ p|S|p1´ pqn´|S|.
• νk is the uniform distribution on the slice
`rns
k
˘
.
• Gp is the Gaussian product distribution Nppp, . . . , pq, pp1´ pqInq.
• γp,q “ Nppq, . . . , qq,Σq, where Σi,j “ n´1n pp1´ pqδpi “ jq ´ n´1n pp1´pqn´1 δpi ‰ jq for 1 ď i, j ď n.
As is well-known, the distribution γp,q results from conditioning Gp on the sum being qn.
Lemma 3.2. Let pX1, . . . , Xnq „ Gp. The distribution of pX1, . . . , Xnq conditioned on X1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `Xn “ qn
is γp,q.
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Proof. Let S “ X1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `Xn, and consider the multivariate Gaussian distribution pX1, . . . , Xn, Sq, whose
distribution is easily calculated to be Np`p pn˘ , pp1´ pqˆIn 1
11 n
˙
q. Let pY1, . . . , Ynq be the distribution of
pX1, . . . , Xn, Sq conditioned on S “ qn, which is well-known to be multivariate Gaussian. Using well-known
formulas, the mean of this distribution is p ` 1n´1pqn ´ pnq “ q (as can be derived directly), and its
covariance matrix is pp1 ´ pqpIn ´ 1n´111q. The diagonal elements are VrYis “ pp1 ´ pqp1 ´ 1n q and the
off-diagonal ones are CovpYi, Yjq “ pp1´ pqp´ 1n q.
We can also go in the other direction.
Lemma 3.3. Let pX1, . . . , Xnq „ γp,q, let Y „ Npp´q, pp1´pqn q, and let Yi “ Xi`Y . Then pY1, . . . , Ynq „ Gp.
Proof. As is well-known, Y1, . . . , Yn is a multivariate Gaussian, and it is easy to see that its mean is p. We
have VrYis “ VrXis ` VrY s “ pp1´ pq and CovpYi, Yjq “ CovpXi, Xjq ` VrY s “ 0. The lemma follows.
The distributions µp and νk are very close for events depending on op
?
nq coordinates.
Lemma 3.4. Let A be an event depending on J coordinates, where J2 ď n. Then
|νpnpAq ´ µppAq| ď J
2
4pp1´ pqnµppAq.
Proof. The triangle inequality shows that we can assume that A is the event x1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ xℓ “ 0, xℓ`1, . . . , xJ “
1 for some ℓ. Let k “ pn. Clearly µppAq “ p1´ pqℓpJ´ℓ, whereas
νpnpAq “ pn´ kq
ℓkJ´ℓ
nJ
.
We have
nJ
nJ
“
ˆ
1´ 1
n
˙
¨ ¨ ¨
ˆ
1´ J ´ 1
n
˙
ě 1´ 1` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` pJ ´ 1q
n
ě 1´ J
2
2n
.
Therefore
νpnpAq ď pn´ kq
ℓkJ´ℓ
nJp1 ´ J2{p2nqq ď µppAq
ˆ
1` J
2
n
˙
,
using 1
1´x ď 1` 2x, which is valid for x ď 1{2.
Similarly,
pn´ kqℓkJ´ℓ
pn´ kqℓkℓ ě 1´
ℓ2
2p1´ pqn ´
pJ ´ ℓq2
2pn
ě 1´max
ˆ
J2
2p1´ pqn,
J2
2pn
˙
ě 1´ J
2
4pp1´ pqn.
Therefore
νpnpAq ě pn´ kq
ℓkℓp1´ J2{p4pp1´ pqnqq
nℓ
“ µppAq
ˆ
1´ J
2
4pp1´ pqn
˙
.
This completes the proof.
3.1 Harmonic multilinear polynomials
Our argument involves extending a function over a slice
`rns
k
˘
to a function on Rn, just as in the classical
invariance principle, a function on t0, 1un is extended to Rn by writing it as a multilinear polynomial. In our
case, the correct way of extending a function over a slice to Rn is by interpreting it as a harmonic multilinear
polynomial. Our presentation follows [13], where the proofs of various results claimed in this section can be
found. The basis in Definition 3.7 below also appears in earlier work of Srinivasan [30], who constructed it
and showed that it is orthogonal with respect to all exchangeable measures.
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Definition 3.5. Let f P Rrx1, . . . , xns be a formal polynomial. We say that f is multilinear if B
2f
Bx2
i
“ 0 for
all i P rns. We say that f is harmonic if
nÿ
i“1
Bf
Bxi “ 0.
The somewhat mysterious condition of harmonicity arises naturally from the representation theory of the
Johnson association scheme. Just as any function on the Boolean cube t0, 1un can be represented uniquely
as a multilinear polynomial (up to an affine transformation, this is just the Fourier–Walsh expansion), every
function on the slice
`rns
k
˘
can be represented uniquely as a harmonic multilinear polynomial, using the
identification ˆrns
k
˙
“ tpx1, . . . , xnq P t0, 1un :
nÿ
i“1
xi “ ku.
Lemma 3.6 ([13, Theorem 4.1]). Every real-valued function f on the slice
`rns
k
˘
can be represented uniquely
as a harmonic multilinear polynomial of degree at most minpk, n´ kq.
There is a non-canonical Fourier expansion defined for harmonic multilinear polynomials.
Definition 3.7. Let A “ pa1, . . . , adq and B “ pb1, . . . , bdq be two sequences of some common length d of
distinct elements of rns. We say that A ă B if:
(a) A and B are disjoint.
(b) B is monotone increasing: b1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă bd.
(c) ai ă bi for all i P rds.
A sequence B “ pb1, . . . , bdq is a top set if A ă B for some sequence A. The collection of all top sets of
length d is denoted Bn,d, and the collection of all top sets is denoted Bn.
If A “ pa1, . . . , adq and B “ pb1, . . . , bdq satisfy A ă B, define
χA,B “
dź
i“1
pxai ´ xbiq.
For a top set B, define
χB “
ÿ
AăB
χA,B.
Finally, define
χd “ χt2,4,...,2du.
Lemma 3.8 ([13, Theorem 3.1,Theorem 3.2]). Let π be any exchangeable distribution on Rn (that is, π
is invariant under permutation of the coordinates). The collection Bn forms an orthogonal basis for all
harmonic multilinear polynomials in Rrx1, . . . , xns (with respect to π), and
}χB}2π “ cB}χ|B|}2π,where cB “
nź
i“1
ˆ
bi ´ 2pi´ 1q
2
˙
,
and }χB}π denotes the norm of χB with respect to π.
In particular, if f is a harmonic multilinear polynomial then Erf s is the same under all exchangeable
measures.
Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.8 put together have the surprising consequence that harmonic multilinear
functions have exactly the same distribution under Gp and γp,q.
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Lemma 3.9. Let f be a harmonic multilinear polynomial. The random variables fpGpq, fpγp,qq are identically
distributed.
Proof. According to Lemma 3.3, if px1, . . . , xnq „ γp,q, y „ Npq ´ p, pp1´pqn q and yi “ xi ` y, thenpy1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ynq „ Gp. The lemma follows since yi ´ yj “ xi ´ xj and a harmonic multilinear polynomial
can be expressed as a function of the differences xi ´ xj for all i, j.
Lemma 3.8 allows us to compare the norms of a harmonic multilinear function under various distributions.
Corollary 3.10. Let π1, π2 be two exchangeable distributions on R
n, and let f be a harmonic multilinear
polynomial of degree d. If for some ǫ ě 0 and all 0 ď e ď d it holds that p1´ǫq}χe}2π1 ď }χe}2π2 ď p1`ǫq}χe}2π1 ,
then also p1 ´ ǫq}f}2π1 ď }f}2π2 ď p1` ǫq}f}2π1 .
The following lemma records the norms of basis elements for the distributions considered in this paper.
Lemma 3.11. For all d we have
}χd}2µp “ }χd}2Gp “ p2pp1´ pqqd,
}χd}2νpn “ 2d
ppnqdpp1´ pqnqd
n2d
“ p2pp1´ pqqd
ˆ
1˘O
ˆ
d2
pp1´ pqn
˙˙
.
Proof. The exact formulas for }χd}2µp and }χd}2νpn are taken from [13, Theorem 4.1]. Since x1, . . . , xn are
independent under Gp, we have }χd}2Gp “ Erpx1 ´ x2q2sd “ p2pp1´ pqqd.
It remains to prove the estimate for }χd}2νpn . The proof of [13, Theorem 4.1] shows that
}χd}2νpn “ 2d
ppnqdpp1 ´ pqnqd
n2d
“ p2pp1´ pqqd
´
1´ Opd2q
pn
¯´
1´ Opd2qp1´pqn
¯
´
1´ Opd2q
n
¯ .
It follows that
}χd}2νpn
p2pp1´ pqqd “ 1˘O
ˆ
d2
pn
` d
2
p1´ pqn `
d2
n
˙
“ 1˘O
ˆ
d2
pp1´ pqn
˙
.
Lemma 3.11 and Corollary 3.10 imply an L2 invariance principle for low degree harmonic multilinear
polynomials.
Corollary 3.12. Suppose f is a harmonic multilinear polynomial of degree d on n variables. For any p ď 1{2
such that d ď pn and any π P tµp,Gpu we have
}f}νpn “ }f}π
ˆ
1˘O
ˆ
d2
pp1´ pqn
˙˙
.
3.2 Analysis of functions
We consider functions on three different kinds of domains: the Boolean cube t0, 1un, the slice `rns
k
˘
, and
Gaussian space Rn. We can view a multilinear polynomial in Rrx1, . . . , xns as a function over each of these
domains in the natural way.
For each of these domains, we proceed to define certain notions and state some basic results. The material
for the Boolean cube and Gaussian space is standard, and can be found for example in [28].
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Functions on the Boolean cube The Boolean cube is analyzed using the measure µp for an appropriate
p. The Fourier characters ωS and Fourier expansion of a function f : t0, 1un Ñ R are given by
ωSpx1, . . . , xnq “
ź
iPS
xi ´ pa
pp1´ pq , f “
ÿ
SĎrns
fˆpSqωS .
We define f“k “ ř|S|“k fˆpSqωS, and so a multilinear polynomial f of degree d can be decomposed as
f “ f“0`¨ ¨ ¨`f“d. Since the Fourier characters are orthogonal, the parts f“0, . . . , f“d are orthogonal. In the
future it will be convenient to separate f into f “ fďk`fąk for an appropriate k, where fďk “ f“0`¨ ¨ ¨`f“k
and fąk “ f“k`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` f“d.
Define f rispxq “ fpxrisq, where xris results from flipping the ith coordinate of x. The ith cube-influence
is given by
Infci rf s “ }f ´ f ris}2 “
›››› BfBxi
››››2 “ 1pp1´ pq ÿ
SQi
fˆpSq2.
The total influence of f is Infcrf s “ řni“1 Infci rf s, and it satisfies the Poincare´ inequality
Vrf s ď pp1´ pq Infcrf s ď pdeg fqVrf s.
The noise operator Tρ is defined by
Tρf “
deg fÿ
i“0
ρif“i.
The noise stability of f at ρ is
S
c
ρrf s “ xf, Tρfy “
deg fÿ
i“0
ρi}f“i}2.
The noise operator (and so noise stability) can also be defined non-spectrally. We have pTρfqpxq “ Erfpyqs,
where y is obtained from x by letting yi “ xi with probability ρ, and yi „ µp otherwise.
Functions on the slice The slice
`rns
k
˘
is analyzed using the measure νk. The corresponding notion
of Fourier expansion was described in Section 3.1. A harmonic multilinear polynomial f of degree d can
be decomposed as f “ f“0 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` f“d, where f“k contains the homogeneous degree k part. The parts
f“0, . . . , f“d are orthogonal.
The pi, jqth influence of a function f is Infsijrf s “ Erpf ´ f pijqq2s, where f pijqpxq “ fpxpijqq, and xpijq
is obtained from x by swapping the ith and jth coordinates. We define the ith influence by Infsi rf s “
1
n
řn
j“1 Inf
s
ij rf s, and the total influence by Infsrf s “
řn
i“1 Inf
s
i rf s. The total influence satisfies the Poincare´
inequality
Vrf s ď Infsrf s ď pdeg fqVrf s.
For a proof, see for example [13, Lemma 5.6].
The noise operator Hρ is defined by
Hρf “
deg fÿ
d“0
ρdp1´pd´1q{nqf“d.
The noise stability of f at ρ is
S
s
ρrf s “ xf,Hρfy “
deg fÿ
d“0
ρdp1´pd´1q{nq}f“d}2.
The noise operator (and so noise stability) can also be defined non-spectrally. We have pHρfqpxq “
Erfpyqs, where y is obtained from x by taking Popn´1
2
log 1
ρ
q random transpositions.
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Functions on Gaussian space Gaussian space is Rn under a measure Gp for an appropriate p. In this
paper, we mostly consider functions on Rn given by multilinear polynomials, and these can be expanded
in terms of the ωS . General functions can be expanded in terms of Hermite functions. Every square-
integrable function can be written as f “ řkě0 f“k, where f“k satisfies f“kpαx1 ` p, . . . , αxn ` pq “
αkf“kpx1 ` p, . . . , xn ` pq.
The distributions µp and Gp have the same first two moments, and this implies that Eµp rf s “ EGprf s and
}f}µp “ }f}Gp for every multilinear polynomial f . The Ornstein–Uhlenbeck operator Uρ is defined just like
Tρ is defined for the cube. Noise stability is defined just like in the case of the cube, and we use the same
notation Sc for it.
The noise operator (and so noise stability) can also be defined non-spectrally. We have pUρfqpxq “
Erfpyqs, where y “ p1 ´ ρqp ` ρx `
a
1´ ρ2Np0, pp1 ´ pqq. We can also define noise stability as Scρrf s “
Erfpxqfpyqs, where px, yq „ N`pp, pq,ˆ pp1´ pq ρpp1´ pq
ρpp1´ pq pp1´ pq
˙˘
.
Homogeneous parts For a function f , we have defined f“k in three different ways, depending on the
domain. When f is a harmonic multilinear polynomial, all three definitions coincide. Indeed, any harmonic
multilinear polynomial is a linear combination of functions of the form χA,B. We show that χA,B “ χ“|B|A,B
under all three definitions. Let A “ a1, . . . , ak and B “ b1, . . . , bk. Since χA,B is homogeneous of degree k
as a polynomial, we see that χA,B “ χ“kA,B over the slice. Also,
χA,B “ ppp1 ´ pqqk{2
kź
i“1
˜
xai ´ pa
pp1´ pq ´
xbi ´ pa
pp1´ pq
¸
.
Opening the product into a sum of terms, we can identify each term with a basis function ωS for some S of
size k. This shows that χA,B “ χ“kA,B over the cube. Finally, since χA,B is harmonic, in order to show that
χA,B “ χ“kA,B in Gaussian space, it suffices to show that χA,Bpαxq “ αkχA,Bpxq, which is true since χA,B is
homogeneous of degree k as a polynomial.
Degrees The following results state several ways in which degree for functions on the slice behaves as
expected.
First, we show that degree is subadditive.
Lemma 3.13. Let f, g be harmonic multilinear polynomials, and let h be the unique harmonic multilinear
polynomial agreeing with fg on the slice
`rns
k
˘
. Then deg h ď deg f ` deg g.
Proof. We can assume that deg f ` deg g ď k, since otherwise the result is trivial.
Let Ei be the operator mapping a function φ on the slice to the function φ
“i on the slice. That is, we take
the harmonic multilinear representation of φ, extract the i’th homogeneous part, and interpret the result as
a function on the slice. Also, let Eďd “
řd
i“0Ei. A function φ on the slice has degree at most d if and only
if it is in the range of Eďd.
Qiu and Zhan [29] (see also Tanaka [31]) show that fg is in the range of Eďdeg f ˝ Eďdeg g, where ˝ is
the Hadamard product. The operators Ei are the primitive idempotents of the Johnson association scheme
(see, for example, [4, §3.2]). Since the Johnson association scheme is Q-polynomial (cometric), the range of
Eďdeg f ˝ Eďdeg g equals the range of Eďdeg f`deg g, and so deg fg ď deg f ` deg g.
As a corollary, we show that “harmonic projection” doesn’t increase the degree.
Corollary 3.14. Let f be a multilinear polynomial, and let g be the unique harmonic multilinear polynomial
agreeing with f on the slice
`rns
k
˘
. Then deg g ď deg f .
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Proof. When f “ x1, one checks that g is given by the linear polynomial
g “ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
px1 ´ xiq ` k
n
.
The corollary now follows from Lemma 3.13 and from the easy observation degpαF`βGq ď maxpdegF, degGq.
An immediate corollary is that degree is substitution-monotone.
Corollary 3.15. Let f be a harmonic multilinear polynomial, let gpx1, . . . , xnq “
fpx1, . . . , xn´1, bq for b P t0, 1u, and let h be the unique harmonic multilinear polynomial agreeing with
g on the slice
`rns
k
˘
. Then deg h ď deg f .
Noise operators We have considered two noise operators, Hρ and Tρ “ Uρ. Both can be applied syntac-
tically on all multilinear polynomials. The following result shows that both operators behave the same from
the point of view of Lipschitz functions.
Lemma 3.16. Let f be a multilinear polynomial of degree at most n{2. For δ ă 1{2 and any C-Lipschitz
functional ψ, and with respect to any exchangeable measure,
|ErψpH1´δfqs ´ ErψpU1´δfqs| “ O
ˆ
Cδ´2
n
}f}
˙
.
Proof. Let ρ “ 1´ δ. Lemma 3.1 shows that
|ErψpHρfqs ´ ErψpUρf s|2 ď C2}Hρf ´ Uρf}2 “ C2
n{2ÿ
d“0
pρdp1´pd´1q{nq ´ ρdq2}f“d}2.
Let Rpxq “ ρx. Then ρdp1´pd´1q{nq ´ ρd “ dpd´1q
n
p´R1pxqq for some x P rdp1 ´ pd ´ 1q{nq, ds. For such x,
R1pxq “ ρxp´ log ρq ď ρdp1´pd´1q{nqp2δq ď ρd{2p2δq, using δ ă 1{2 and d ď n{2. Therefore
ρdp1´pd´1q{nq ´ ρd ď 2δ dpd´ 1q
n
ρd{2.
The expansion x2{p1´xq3 “ ř8d“0 `d2˘xd implies that dpd´1qρd{2 ď 2ρ{p1´?ρq3. Since 1´?ρ “ 1´?1´ δ ě
δ{2, we conclude that
ρdp1´pd´1q{nq ´ ρd ď 32δ
´2
n
.
The lemma follows.
4 On harmonicity
Let f be a function on the Boolean cube t0, 1un, and let f˜ be the unique harmonic function agreeing with f
on the slice
`rns
pn
˘
. We call f˜ the harmonic projection of f with respect to the slice
`rns
pn
˘
. In this section we
prove Theorem 4.3, which shows that when f depends on p1 ´ ǫq logn variables, it is close to its harmonic
projection under the measure µp. Together with Corollary 3.12, this allows us to deduce properties of f on
the slice given properties of f on the Boolean cube, an idea formalized in Corollary 4.4.
We start by examining single monomials.
Lemma 4.1. Let m be a monomial of degree d, and let f be the unique harmonic multilinear polynomial
agreeing with m on
`rns
k
˘
(where d ď k ď n{2). Then deg f “ d and the coefficient cm of m in f is
cm “ n´ 2d` 1
n´ d` 1 “ 1´O
ˆ
d
n
˙
.
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Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that m “ xn´d`1 ¨ ¨ ¨xn. Let B “ tn´ d` 1, . . . , nu. Recall
that the basis element χB is equal to
χB “
ÿ
a1‰¨¨¨‰adPrn´ds
pxa1 ´ xn´d`1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pxad ´ xnq.
Let f be the unique harmonic multilinear polynomial agreeing with m on
`rns
k
˘
. Corollary 3.14 shows
that deg f ď d. The coefficient fˆpBq of χB in the Fourier expansion of f is given by the formula fˆpBq “
xf, χBy{}χB}2. Since deg f ď d, it is not hard to check that in the Fourier expansion of f , the monomial m
only appears in χB . Therefore the coefficient cm of m in f is
cm “ p´1qdpn´ dqd xf, χBy}χB}2 ,
since there are pn ´ dqd summands in the definition of χB. The value of }χB}2 is given by Lemma 3.8 and
Lemma 3.11:
}χB}2 “
ˆ
n´ d` 1
2
˙ˆ
n´ d
2
˙
¨ ¨ ¨
ˆ
n´ 2d` 2
2
˙
2d
kdpn´ kqd
n2d
.
We proceed to compute xf, χBy. Let S P
`rns
k
˘
. If fpSqχBpSq ‰ 0 then B Ď S, which happens with probability
kd{nd. The number of non-zero terms (each equal to p´1qd) is the number of choices of a1, . . . , ad R S, namely
pn´ kqd. Therefore xf, χBy “ p´1qdkdpn´ kqd{nd, and so
cm “ pn´ dqd ¨ k
dpn´ kqd
nd
¨ n
2d
pn´ d` 1qpn´ dq2 ¨ ¨ ¨ pn´ 2d` 2q2pn´ 2d` 1qkdpn´ kqd
“ pn´ dq
dpn´ dqd
pn´ d` 1qpn´ dq2 ¨ ¨ ¨ pn´ 2d` 2q2pn´ 2d` 1q
“ n´ 2d` 1
n´ d` 1 .
Finally, since cm ‰ 0 and deg f ď d, we can conclude that deg f “ d.
As a consequence, we obtain a result on Fourier characters on the cube.
Lemma 4.2. Let ω “ ωS be a Fourier character with respect to the measure µp of degree d, and let ω˜ be the
unique harmonic multilinear polynomial agreeing with ω on
`rns
np
˘
(where d ď np ď n{2). For π P tµp,Gpu
we have
}ω ´ ω˜}2π “ O
ˆ
d2
pp1´ pqn
˙
.
Proof. Recall that
ω “ 1ppp1´ pqqd{2
ź
iPS
pxi ´ pq.
Lemma 4.1 shows that
ω˜ “ cppp1´ pqqd{2
ź
iPS
xi ` η, c “ 1´O
ˆ
d
n
˙
,
where η involves other monomials. In fact, since ω˜ is harmonic, it is invariant under shifting all the variables
by p, and so
ω˜ “ cω ` η1,
where η1 involves other characters. Due to orthogonality of characters we have
}ω˜ ´ ω}2π “ }ω˜}2π ´ p2c´ 1q}ω}2π “ }ω˜}2π ´ p2c´ 1q “ }ω˜}2π ´ 1`O
ˆ
d
n
˙
.
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Since ω˜ is harmonic, Corollary 3.12 allows us to estimate }ω˜}2π given }ω˜}2νpn, which we proceed to estimate:
}ω˜}2νpn “
1
ppp1´ pqqd
dÿ
t“0
ˆ
d
t
˙
ktpn´ kqd´t
nd
p1´ pq2tp2pd´tq
“ 1ppp1´ pqqd
dÿ
t“0
ˆ
d
t
˙
ptp1´ pqd´tp1´ pq2tp2pd´tq
ˆ
1˘O
ˆ
d2
pp1´ pqn
˙˙
“ 1˘O
ˆ
d2
pp1´ pqn
˙
.
Corollary 3.12 shows that the same estimate holds even with respect to π, and so
}ω˜ ´ ω}2π “ }ω˜}2π ´ 1`O
ˆ
d2
pp1´ pqn
˙
“ O
ˆ
d2
pp1´ pqn
˙
.
We can now conclude that a multilinear polynomial depending on a small number of variables is close to
its harmonic projection.
Theorem 4.3. Let f be a multilinear polynomial depending on d variables, and let f˜ be the unique harmonic
multilinear polynomial agreeing with f on
`rns
pn
˘
, where d ď pn ď n{2. For π P tµp,Gpu we have
}f ´ f˜}2π “ O
ˆ
d22d
pp1´ pqn
˙
}f}2π.
Proof. We can assume without loss of generality that f depends on the first d coordinates. Express f as a
linear combination of characters: f “ řSĎrds fˆpSqωS . Clearly f˜ “ řSĎrds fˆpSqω˜S , where ω˜S is the unique
function agreeing with ωS on
`rns
pn
˘
. Lemma 4.2 together with the Cauchy–Schwartz inequality shows that
}f ´ f˜}2π ď 2d
ÿ
SĎrds
fˆpSq2O
ˆ
d2
pp1´ pqn
˙
“ O
ˆ
d22d
pp1´ pqn
˙
}f}2π.
This completes the proof.
Combining Theorem 4.3 with Corollary 3.12, we show how to deduce properties of f on the slice given
its properties on the cube.
Corollary 4.4. Let f be a multilinear polynomial depending on d variables, and let f˜ be the unique harmonic
multilinear polynomial agreeing with f on
`rns
pn
˘
, where d ď pn ď n{2. Suppose that }f}2µp “ }f}2Gp ď 1. For
π P tµp,Gpu we have:
1. |Eπrf s ´ Eνpnrf˜ s| “ Oppd2
d{2?
n
q.
2. }f˜}νpn “ 1˘Oppd2
d{2?
n
q.
3. Vrf˜ sνpn “ Vrf sπ ˘Oppd2
d{2?
n
q.
4. For all ρ P r0, 1s, Scρrf˜ sνpn “ Scρrf sπ ˘Oppd2
d{2?
n
q.
5. For all ℓ ď d, }f˜“ℓ}νpn “ }f“ℓ}µp ˘Oppd2
d{2?
n
q.
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Proof. Throughout the proof, we are using Corollary 3.12 to convert information on f˜ with respect to π to
information on f˜ with respect to νpn. All calculations below are with respect to π.
For the first item, note that
|Erf s ´ Erf˜ s| ď }f ´ f˜}1 ď }f ´ f˜}2 “ Op
ˆ
d2d{2?
n
˙
.
The second item follows from the triangle inequality
}f} ´ }f ´ f˜} ď }f˜} ď }f} ` }f ´ f˜}.
For the third item, notice first that |Erf s| ď }f}1 ď }f}2 “ 1. The item now follows from the previous
two.
The fourth item follows from the fact that Scρ is 1-Lipschitz, which in turn follows from the fact that
S
c
ρrf s “ }T?ρf}2 and that T?ρ is a contraction.
For the fifth item, assume that f depends on the first d variables, and write f “ řSĎrds cSωS. We have
f˜“ℓ “
ÿ
SĎrds
cSpω˜Sq“ℓ “Ąf“ℓ ` ÿ
|S|ąℓ
cSpω˜Sq“ℓ.
Lemma 4.2 shows that for |S| ą ℓ, }pω˜Sq“ℓ}2 ď }ωS ´ ω˜S}2 “ Oppd2n q. Therefore
}f˜“ℓ ´Ąf“ℓ}2 ď 2d ÿ
|S|ąℓ
c2SOp
ˆ
d
n
˙
“ Op
ˆ
d22d
n
˙
.
The fifth item now follows from the triangle inequality and the second item.
5 Invariance principle
In the sequel, we assume that parameters p P p0, 1{2s and n such that pn is an integer are given. The
assumption p ď 1{2 is without loss of generality.
We will use big O notation in the following way: f “ Oppgq if for all n ě Nppq, it holds that f ď Cppqg,
where Nppq, Cppq are continuous in p. In particular, for any choice of pL, pH satisfying 0 ă pL ď pH ă 1,
if p P rpL, pH s then f “ Opgq. Stated differently, as long as λ ď p ď 1 ´ λ, we have a uniform estimate
f “ Oλpgq. Similarly, all constants depending on p (they will be of the form Ap for various letters A) depend
continuously on p.
Proof sketch Let ψ be a Lipschitz functional and f a harmonic multilinear polynomial of unit variance,
low slice-influences, and low degree d. A simple argument shows that f also has low cube-influences, and
this implies that
E
νk
rψpfqs « E
νpn
rψpfqs ˘Op
ˆ |k ´ np|?
n
¨
?
d
˙
.
The idea is now to apply the multidimensional invariance principle jointly to f and to S “ x1`¨¨¨`xn´np?
pp1´pqn ,
deducing
E
µp
rψpfq1|S|ďσs “ E
Gp
rψpfq1|S|ďσs ˘ ǫ.
An application of Lemma 3.9 shows that
E
Gp
rψpfq1|S|ďσs “ Pr
Gp
r|S| ď σs E
Gp
rψpfqs.
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Similarly,
E
µp
rψpfq1|S|ďσs “ Pr
µp
r|S| ď σspE
µp
rψpfqs ˘Oppσ
?
dqq.
Since PrGpr|S| ď σs « Prµpr|S| ď σs “ Θppσq, we can conclude that
E
νpn
rψpfqs « E
Gp
rψpfqs ˘Op
´
σ
?
d` ǫ
σ
¯
.
By choosing σ appropriately, we balance the two errors and obtain our invariance principle.
For minor technical reasons, instead of using 1|S|ďσ we actually use a Lipschitz function supported on
|S| ď σ.
Main theorems Our main theorem is Theorem 5.8, proved in Section 5.1 on page 20. This is an invariance
principle for low-degree, low-influence functions and Lipschitz functionals, comparing the uniform measure
on the slice νpn to the measure µp on the Boolean cube and to the Gaussian measure Gp.
Some corollaries appear in Section 5.2 on page 21. Corollary 5.9 gives a bound on the Le´vy distance
between the distributions fpνpnq and fpGpq for low-degree, low-influences functions. Corollary 5.11 gives
a bound on the CDF distance between the distributions fpνpnq and fpGpq for low-degree, low-influences
functions. Corollary 5.12 extends the invariance principle to functions of arbitrary degree to which a small
amount of noise has been applied.
5.1 Main argument
We start by showing that from the point of view of L2 quantities, distributions similar to µp behave similarly.
Definition 5.1. Let p P p0, 1q. A parameter q P p0, 1q is p-like if |p ´ q| ď
a
pp1´ pq{n. A distribution is
p-like if it is one of the following: µq, νqn,Gq, where q is p-like.
Lemma 5.2. Let f be a harmonic multilinear polynomial of degree d ď ?n, and let π1, π2 be two p-like
distributions. Then
}f}2π1 “ }f}2π2
`
1˘Op
`
d{?n˘˘ .
The same holds if we replace }f}2 with Infsijrf s “ }f ´ f pijq}2 or Infci rf s “ } BfBxi }2.
Furthermore, there is a constant Sp such that if d ď Sp
?
n then for all p-like distributions π1, π2,
1
2
ď }f}
2
π1
}f}2π2
ď 2.
Proof. Let αDpqq “ p2qp1´ qqqD, where D ď d. An easy calculation shows that α1Dpqq “ 2p1´ 2qqDp2qp1´
qqqD´1, and in particular |α1Dpqq| “ OpDαDpqq{qp1 ´ qqq. It follows that for p-like q, αDpqq “ αDppqp1 ˘
OppD{
?
nqq. Lemma 3.11 thus shows that for π P tµq, νqn,Gqu and all D ď d,
}χD}2π “ αDpqq
ˆ
1˘Op
ˆ
D2
n
˙˙
“ p2pp1´ pqqD
ˆ
1˘Op
ˆ
D?
n
` D
2
n
˙˙
.
Since D ď d and d ď ?n implies d2{n ď d{?n, we conclude that
}χD}2π “ p2pp1´ pqqD
ˆ
1˘Op
ˆ
d?
n
˙˙
.
The lemma now follows from Corollary 3.10.
We single out polynomials whose degree satisfies d ď Sp
?
n.
Definition 5.3. A polynomial has low degree if its degree is at most Sp
?
n, where Sp is the constant in
Lemma 5.2.
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We can bound the cube-influence of a harmonic multilinear polynomial in terms of its slice-influence.
Lemma 5.4. Let f be a harmonic multilinear polynomial of low degree d, and let π be a p-like distribution.
For all i P rns, with respect to π:
Infci rf s ď Op
ˆ
d
n
Vrf s ` Infsi rf s
˙
.
Proof. We will show that for the product measure π “ µp it holds that
Infci rf s ď
2d
pp1 ´ pqpn´ dq Vrf s `
2n
pp1´ pqpn´ dq Inf
s
i rf s
which will imply the statement of the lemma by Lemma 5.2.
The idea is to come up with an explicit expression for Infsi rf s. Let j ‰ i. For S not containing i, j we
have
ω
pijq
S “ ωS , ωpijqSYtiu “ ωSYtju, ω
pijq
SYtju “ ωSYtiu, ω
pijq
SYti,ju “ ωSYti,ju.
Therefore
Infsijrf s “ }f ´ f pijq}2 “
ÿ
i,jRS
pfˆpS Y tiuq ´ fˆpS Y tjuqq2.
On the other hand, we have
pp1´ pq Infci rf s “
ÿ
SQi
fˆpSq2 ď 1
n´ d
ÿ
SQi
fˆpSq2pn´ |S|q “ 1
n´ d
ÿ
j‰i
ÿ
i,jRS
fˆpS Y tiuq2.
The L2 triangle inequality shows that fˆpS Y tiuq2 ď 2fˆpS Y tjuq2 ` 2pfˆpS Y tiuq ´ fˆpS Y tjuqq2, and so
pp1´ pq Infci rf s ď
2
n´ d
ÿ
j‰i
ÿ
i,jRS
fˆpS Y tjuq2 ` 2
n´ d
ÿ
j‰i
Infsij rf s
ď 2pp1´ pq
n´ d
ÿ
j‰i
Infcjrf s `
2n
n´ d Inf
s
i rf s
ď 2d
n´ d Vrf s `
2n
n´ d Inf
s
i rf s,
using the Poincare´ inequality. Rearranging, we obtain the statement of the lemma.
Using Lemma 5.4, we can show that the behavior of a low degree function isn’t too sensitive to the value
of q in νqn.
Lemma 5.5. Let f be a harmonic multilinear polynomial of low degree d, and let ℓ be an integer such that
νℓ is p-like. For every C-Lipschitz functional ψ,
| E
x„νℓ
rψpfpxqqs ´ E
x„νℓ`1
rψpfpxqqs| “ Op
˜
C
c
d
n
Vrf sνpn
¸
.
Proof. Let q “ ℓ{n, which is p-like. For i P rns, let pX i, Y iq be the distribution obtained by choosing
a random X i P `rnsztiu
ℓ
˘
and setting Y i “ X i Y tiu. Note that fpX iq ´ fpY iq “ pf ´ f risqpX iq. Since
Prνℓrxi “ 0s “ 1´ q, we have
ErpfpX iq ´ fpY iqq2s ď p1´ qq´1 Infci rf sνℓ “ Op
ˆ
d
n
Vrf sνpn ` Infsi rf sνpn
˙
,
using Lemma 5.4 and Lemma 5.2.
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Consider now the distribution pX,Y q supported on `rns
ℓ
˘ˆ ` rns
ℓ`1
˘
obtained by taking X „ νℓ and choosing
Y Ą X uniformly among the n ´ ℓ choices; note that Y „ νℓ`1. Since pX,Y q is a uniform mixture of the
distributions pX i, Y iq, we deduce
ErpfpXq ´ fpY qq2s ď Op
ˆ
d
n
Vrf sνpn `
1
n
Infsrf sνpn
˙
ď Op
ˆ
d
n
Vrf sνpn
˙
,
using the Poincare´ inequality Infsrf s ď dVrf s (see Section 3.2). The lemma now follows along the lines of
Lemma 3.1.
We now apply a variant of the invariance principle for Lipschitz functionals due to Isaksson and Mossel.
Proposition 5.6 ([18, Theorem 3.4]). Let Q1, . . . , Qk be n-variate multilinear polynomials of degree at most
d such that with respect to µp, VrFis ď 1 and InfcjrFis ď τ for all i P rks and j P rns. For any C-Lipschitz
functional Ψ: Rk Ñ R (i.e., a function satisfying |Ψpxq ´Ψpyq| ď C}x´ y}2),
| E
µp
rΨpQ1, . . . , Qkqs ´ E
Gp
rΨpQ1, . . . , Qkqs| “ OkpCρdpτ1{6q,
for some (explicit) constant ρp ě 1.
Lemma 5.7. Denote
S “
řn
i“1 xi ´ npa
pp1´ pqn .
Let f be a harmonic multilinear polynomial of low degree d ě 1 such that with respect to µp, Erf s “ 0,
Vrf s ď 1 and Infsi rf s ď τ for all i P rns. Suppose that τ ď R´dp and n ě Rdp, for some constant Rp. For
any C-Lipschitz functional ψ such that ψp0q “ 0 and B-Lipschitz functional φ (where B ě 1) satisfying
}φ}8 ď 1,
| E
µp
rψpfqφpSqs ´ E
Gp
rψpfqφpSqs| “ COp
˜?
Bρd{2p
ˆ
τ ` d
n
˙1{12¸
.
The condition Infsi rf s ď τ for all i P rns can be replaced by the condition Infci rf sµp ď τ for all i P rns.
Proof. For M to be chosen later, define
ψ˜pxq “
$’&’%
´M if ψpxq ď ´M,
ψpxq if ´M ď ψpxq ďM,
M if M ď ψpxq.
It is not hard to check that ψ˜ is also C-Lipschitz.
We are going to apply Proposition 5.6 with Q1 “ f , Q2 “ S{
a
pp1´ pqn, and Ψpy1, y2q “ ψ˜py1qφpy2q.
With respect to µp, VrQ2s “ 1 and Infci rQ2s “ 1{ppp1 ´ pqnq for all i P rns. Lemma 5.4 shows that
Infci rf s “ Opp dn ` τq, and so the cube-influences of Q1, Q2 are bounded by Oppτ ` dn q. Since
|Ψpy1, y2q ´Ψpz1, z2q| ď |Ψpy1, y2q ´Ψpy1, z2q| ` |Ψpy1, z2q ´Ψpz1, z2q| ď
MB|y2 ´ z2| ` C|y1 ´ z1|,
we see that Ψ is pMB ` Cq-Lipschitz. Therefore
| E
µp
rψ˜pfqφpSqs ´ E
Gp
rψ˜pfqφpSqs| “ Op
˜
pMB ` Cqρdp
ˆ
τ ` d
n
˙1{6¸
.
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Next, we want to replace ψ˜ with ψ. For π P tµp,Gpu we have
|E
π
rψ˜pfqφpSqs ´ E
π
rψpfqφpSqs| ď E
π
r|ψpfq| |φpSq|1|ψpfq|ěM s ď
C E
π
r|f |1|f |ěM{Cs ď
C2
M
E
π
r|f |2s ď C
2
M
.
Therefore
| E
µp
rψpfqφpSqs ´ E
Gp
rψpfqφpSqs| “ Op
˜
pMB ` Cqρdp
ˆ
τ ` d
n
˙1{6
` C
2
M
¸
.
ChoosingM “ C{
b
Bρdp
`
τ ` d
n
˘1{6
completes the proof. The conditions on τ, n guarantee that ρdppτ` dn q1{6 ď
1, and so B ě 1 allows us to obtain the stated error bound.
In order to finish the proof, we combine Lemma 5.7 with Lemma 5.5.
Theorem 5.8. Let f be a harmonic multilinear polynomial of degree d such that with respect to νpn, Vrf s ď 1
and Infsi rf s ď τ for all i P rns. Suppose that τ ď I´dp δK and n ě Idp {δK , for some constants Ip,K. For any
C-Lipschitz functional ψ and for π P tGp, µpu,
| E
νpn
rψpfqs ´ E
π
rψpfqs| “ OppCδq.
The condition Infsi rf s ď τ for all i P rns can be replaced by the condition Infci rf sµp ď τ for all i P rns.
Proof. We prove the theorem for π “ Gp. The version for µp then follows from the classical invariance
principle, using Lemma 5.4.
Replacing f with f ´ Erf s (recall that the expectation of f is the same with respect to both µp and π)
doesn’t change the variance and influences of f , so we can assume without loss of generality that Erf s “ 0.
Similarly, we can replace ψ with ψ´ψp0q without affecting the quantity Eνpnrψpfqs ´Eµprψpfqs, and so we
can assume without loss of generality that ψp0q “ 0.
For a parameter σ ď 1 to be chosen later, define a function φ supported on r´σ, σs by
φpxq “
#
1` x{σ if ´ σ ď x ď 0,
1´ x{σ if 0 ď x ď σ.
Note that }φ}8 “ 1 and that φ is p1{σq-Lipschitz. Lemma 5.7 (together with Lemma 5.2) shows that
| E
µp
rψpfqφpSqs ´ E
Gp
rψpfqφpSqs| “ COp
˜
σ´1{2ρd{2p
ˆ
τ ` d
n
˙1{12¸
“ COppσ´1{2ρd{2p pτ1{12 ` n´1{24qq,
assuming τ ď R´dp and n ě Rdp (the condition on n implies that d is low degree).
Let α be the distribution of x1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` xn under Gp. Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.9 show that
E
Gp
rψpfqφpSqs “ E
q„α
“
E
γp,q
rψpfqsφp q´np?
pp1´pqn q
‰
“ E
Gp
rψpfqs E
q„α
rφp q´np?
pp1´pqn qs “ EGprψpfqs EGprφpSqs.
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Similarly, Lemma 5.5 shows that
| E
µp
rψpfqφpSqs ´ E
νnp
rψpfqs E
µp
rφpSqs|
ď
ÿ
|k´np|ďσ
?
pp1´pqn
Pr
µp
rS “ k´np?
pp1´pqn sφp
k´np?
pp1´pqn q| Eνkrψpfqs ´ Eνpnrψpfqs|
ď
ÿ
|k´np|ďσ
?
pp1´pqn
Pr
µp
rS “ k´np?
pp1´pqn sφp
k´np?
pp1´pqn q|k ´ np|Op
˜
C
c
d
n
¸
ď E
µp
rφpSqsOppCσ
?
dq.
Therefore
| E
Gp
rψpfqs E
Gp
rφpSqs ´ E
νnp
rψpfq E
µp
rφpSqs| ď
OppCσ´1{2ρd{2p pτ1{12 ` n´1{24qq `OppCσ
?
d E
µp
rφpSqsq.
Proposition 5.6 shows that
| E
Gp
rφpSqs ´ E
µp
rφpSqs| “ Oppσ´1{2n´1{6q.
Moreover, EGprψpfqs ď C EGpr|f |s “ OppCq. It follows that
E
µp
rφpSqs| E
Gp
rψpfqs ´ E
νnp
rψpfqs| ď OppCσ´1{2ρd{2p pτ1{12 ` n´1{24qq `OppCσ
?
d E
µp
rφpSqsq.
It is not hard to check that EGprφpSqs “ Θppσq, and so for n ě Apσ´9 we have Eµp rφpSqs “ Θppσq, implying
| E
Gp
rψpfqs ´ E
νnp
rψpfqs| ď OppCσ´3{2ρd{2p pτ1{12 ` n´1{24q ` Cσ
?
dq.
Choosing σ “ ρd{5p pτ1{12 ` n´1{24q2{5{d1{5, we obtain
| E
Gp
rψpfqs ´ E
νnp
rψpfqs| ď OppCρd{5p pτ1{30 ` n´1{60qd3{10q.
It is not hard to check that if d ď Bpnβ and n ě Mp then n ě Apσ´9, and that if τ, n´1 ď ρ´γdp then
σ ď 1; these are the conditions necessary for our estimate to hold. In fact, for an appropriate choice of
γp ě γ, the condition n ě ργpdp implies the condition d ď Bpnβ , and furthermore allows us to estimate
n´1{60d3{10 “ Oppn´1{70q (say), and to control the other error term similarly. This completes the proof of
the theorem.
5.2 Corollaries
Theorem 5.8 allows us to bound the Le´vy distance between the distribution of a low degree polynomial with
respect to νpn and the distribution of the same polynomial with respect to Gp or µp. This is the analog
of [26, Theorem 3.19(28)].
Corollary 5.9. Let f be a harmonic multilinear polynomial of degree d such that with respect to νpn, Vrf s ď 1
and Infsi rf s ď τ for all i P rns. There are parameters Xp, X such that for any 0 ă ǫ ă 1{2, if τ ď X´dp ǫX
and n ě Xdp {ǫX then the Le´vy distance between fpνpnq and fpπq is at most ǫ, for π P tGp, µpu. In other
words, for all σ,
Pr
νpn
rf ď σ ´ ǫs ´ ǫ ď Pr
π
rf ď σs ď Pr
νpn
rf ď σ ` ǫs ` ǫ.
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Proof. Given σ and ǫ, define a function ψ by
ψpxq “
$’&’%
0 if x ď σ,
x´σ
ǫ
if σ ď x ď σ ` ǫ,
1 if x ě σ ` ǫ.
Note that ψ is p1{ǫq-Lipschitz. Theorem 5.8 shows that if τ ď I´dp δK and n ě Idp {δk,
Pr
π
rf ď σs ´ Pr
νpn
rf ď σ ` ǫs ď E
π
rψpfqs ´ E
νpn
rψpfqs “ Oppδ{ǫq.
We can similarly get a bound in the other direction. To complete the proof, choose δ “ cpǫ2 for an appropriate
cp.
Using the Carbery–Wright theorem, we can bound the actual CDF distance. This is the analog of [26,
Theorem 3.19(30)].
Proposition 5.10 (Carbery–Wright). Let f be a polynomial of degree at most d such that Vrf sGp “ 1. Then
for all ǫ ą 0 and all x,
Pr
Gp
r|f ´ x| ď ǫs “ Opdǫ1{dq.
Corollary 5.11. Let f be a harmonic multilinear polynomial of degree d such that with respect to νpn,
Vrf s “ 1 and Infsi rf s ď τ for all i P rns. There are parameters Yp, Y such that for any 0 ă ǫ ă 1{2,
if τ ď pYpdq´dǫY d and n ě pYpdqd{ǫY d then the CDF distance between fpνpnq and fpπq is at most ǫ, for
π P tGp, µpu. In other words, for all σ,
| Pr
νpn
rf ď σs ´ Pr
π
rf ď σs| ď ǫ.
Proof. It is enough to prove the corollary for π “ Gp, the other case following from the corresponding result
in the classical setting. Corollary 5.9 and the Carbery–Wright theorem show that for τ ď X´dp ηX and
n ě Xdp {ηX we have
Pr
νpn
rf ď σs ď Pr
Gp
rf ď σ ` ηs ` η ď Pr
Gp
rf ď σs `Oppdη1{dq.
We can similarly obtain a bound from the other direction. To complete the proof, choose η “ cppǫ{dqd for
an appropriate cp.
All bounds we have considered so far apply only to low degree functions. We can get around this
restriction by applying a small amount of noise to the functions before applying the invariance principle
itself. This is the analog of [26, Theorem 3.20].
Even though the natural noise operator to apply on the slice is Hρ, from the point of view of applications
it is more natural to use Uρ (which we apply syntactically). Lemma 3.16 shows that the difference between
the two noise operators is small.
Corollary 5.12. Let f be a harmonic multilinear polynomial such that with respect to νpn, Vrf s ď 1 and
Infsi rf s ď τ for all i P rns. There is a parameter Zp such that for any 0 ă ǫ ă 1{2 and 0 ă δ ă 1{2, if
τ ď ǫZp{δ and n ě 1{ǫZp{δ then for π P tGp, µpu,
| E
νpn
rψpU1´δfqs ´ E
π
rψpU1´δfqs| “ OppCǫq.
Proof. Let g “ U1´δf . Let d be a low degree to be decided, and split g “ gďd ` gąd. With respect to νpn,
}gąd}2 “ řtądp1 ´ δq2t}f“t}2 ď p1 ´ δq2d. On the other hand, Theorem 5.8 shows that if τ ď I´dp ǫK and
n ě Idp {ǫK then
| E
νpn
rψpgďdqs ´ E
π
rψpgďdqs| “ OppCǫq.
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Since }g ´ gďd} “ }gąd}, Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 5.2 show that as long as the degree d is low,
| E
νpn
rψpgqs ´ E
π
rψpgqs| “ OppCǫ ` Cp1´ δqdq “ OppCǫ` Ce´δdq.
Choosing d “ logp1{ǫq{δ, the resulting error is OppCǫq. This degree is low if logp1{ǫq{δ ď Sp
?
n, a condition
which is implied by the stated condition on n.
6 Majority is stablest
Recall Borell’s theorem.
Theorem 6.1 (Borell [5]). Let f : Rn Ñ r0, 1s have expectation µ with respect to Np0, 1qn. Then Scρrf s ď
Γρpµq, where Γρpµq is the probability that two ρ-correlated Gaussians be at most Φ´1pµq.
Borell’s theorem remains true if we replace the standard Gaussian with Gp. Indeed, given a function f ,
define a new function g by gpxq “ fp
a
pp1´ pqx ` pq. If x „ Np0, 1q then
a
pp1´ pqx ` p „ Gp, and so
Erf sGp “ ErgsNp0,1q. Similarly, Scρrf sGp “ ScρrgsNp0,1q. Indeed, if y “ ρx`
a
1´ ρ2Np0, 1q thena
pp1´ pqy ` p “ p` ρ
a
pp1´ pqx`
a
1´ ρ2Np0, pp1´ pqq
“ p1 ´ ρqp` ρp
a
pp1´ pqx` pq `
a
1´ ρ2Np0, pp1´ pqq.
Therefore Borell’s theorem for f and Gp follows from the theorem for g and Np0, 1q.
Majority is stablest states that a similar bound essentially holds for all low influence functions on the
slice. This result was originally proved using the invariance principle in [26]. An alternative inductive proof
appears in [7].
It is known (see for example [26]) that the bound Φ´1pµq is achieved by threshold functions. Corollary 3.12
together with Lemma 3.16 shows that threshold functions achieve the bound also on the slice. Indeed, take
a threshold function f on d variables such that with respect to µp, Erf s “ µ and Scρrf s ě Γρpµq´ ǫ. Let f˜ be
the restriction of f to the slice
`rns
pn
˘
. Corollary 3.12 shows that Erf˜ s “ µ˘ onp1q and Scρrf˜ s “ Scρrf s ˘ onp1q.
Lemma 3.16 shows that Ssρrf˜ s “ Scρrf s ˘ onp1q. Therefore for large n, Erf˜ s « µ and Scρrf s ě Γρpµq ´ 2ǫ.
Our proof of majority is stablest closely follows the proof of [26, Theorem 4.4] presented in [28, §11.7].
We need an auxiliary result on Γρ.
Proposition 6.2 ([26, Lemma B.6]). For each ρ, the function Γρ defined in Theorem 6.1 is 2-Lipschitz.
Theorem 6.3. Let f :
`rns
pn
˘ Ñ r0, 1s have expectation µ and satisfy Infsi rf s ď τ for all i P rns. For any
0 ă ρ ă 1, we have
S
s
ρrf s ď Γρpµq `Op,ρ
ˆ
log log 1
α
log 1
α
˙
`Oρ
ˆ
1
n
˙
, where α “ minpτ, 1
n
q.
The condition Infsi rf s ď τ for all i P rns can be replaced by the condition Infci rf sµp ď τ for all i P rns.
Proof. We identify f with the unique harmonic multilinear polynomial agreeing with it on
`rns
pn
˘
. For a
parameter 0 ă δ ă 1{2 to be chosen later, let g “ H1´δf . Note that the range of g on
`rns
pn
˘
is included in
r0, 1s as well, since H1´δ is an averaging operator. We have
S
s
ρrf s ´ Ssρrgs “ Ssρrf s ´ Ssρp1´δq2 rf s “
pnÿ
d“0
ρdp1´pd´1q{nqp1´ p1 ´ δq2dp1´pd´1q{nqq}f“d}2.
Since d ď n{2, we have
ρdp1´pd´1q{nqp1 ´ p1´ δq2dp1´pd´1q{nqq ď ρd{2p1´ p1´ δq2dq ď 2δdρd{2.
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The expansion x{p1´ xq2 “ řd dxd shows that dρd{2 ď ?ρ{p1´?ρq2, and so
| Scρrf s ´ Scρrgs| ď 2δ
?
ρ
p1´?ρq2 . (1)
From now on we concentrate on estimating Scρrgs.
Define the clumped square function Sq by
Sqpxq “
$’&’%
0 if x ď 0,
x2 if 0 ď x ď 1,
1 if x ě 1.
It is not difficult to check that Sq is 2-Lipschitz. Corollary 5.12 together with Lemma 3.16 shows that for
all ǫ ą 0, if τ, 1
n
ď ǫZp{δ then
| Ssρrgs ´ Scρrgs| “ | E
νpn
rSqpH?ρgqs ´ E
Gp
rSqpU?ρgqs| “ Oppǫq `O
ˆ p1´?ρq´2
n
˙
. (2)
We would like to apply Borell’s theorem in order to bound Scρrgs, but g is not necessarily bounded by
r0, 1s on Rn. In order to handle this, we define the function g˜ “ maxp0,minp1, gqq, which is bounded by r0, 1s.
Let distr0,1s be the function which measures the distance of a point x to the interval r0, 1s. The function
distr0,1s is clearly 1-Lipschitz, and so Corollary 5.12 implies that under the stated assumptions on τ, 1n , we
have
E
Gp
r|g ´ g˜|s “ E
Gp
rdistr0,1spgqs “ | E
νpn
rdistr0,1spgqs ´ E
Gp
rdistr0,1spgqs| “ Oppǫq.
Since U?ρ is an averaging operator and Sq is 2-Lipschitz, we conclude that
| Scρrgs ´ Scρrg˜s| “ | E
Gp
rSqpU?ρgqs ´ E
Gp
rSqpU?ρg˜qs| “ Oppǫq. (3)
Lemma 3.8 shows that EGprgs “ Eνpnrgs “ Eνpnrf s “ µ, and so |EGprgs´µ| “ Oppǫq. Proposition 6.2 implies
that ΓρpErg˜sq ď Γρpµq `Oppǫq. Applying Borell’s theorem (Theorem 6.1), we deduce that
S
c
ρrg˜s ď ΓρpErg˜sq ď Γρpµq `Oppǫq. (4)
Putting (1),(2),(3),(4) together, we conclude that
S
s
ρrf s ď Γρpµq `Oppǫq `O
ˆ p1 ´?ρq´2
n
˙
` 2δ
?
ρ
p1´?ρq2 .
Taking δ “ ǫ, we obtain
S
s
ρrf s ď Γρpµq `Op,ρpǫq `Oρ
ˆ
1
n
˙
.
The bounds on τ, 1
n
now become τ, 1
n
ď ǫZp{ǫ, from which we can extract the theorem.
7 Bourgain’s theorem
Bourgain’s theorem in Gaussian space gives a lower bound on the tails of Boolean functions (in this section,
Boolean means that the range of the function is t˘1u). We quote its version from [21, Theorem 2.11].
Theorem 7.1 (Bourgain). Let f : Rn Ñ t˘1u. For any k ě 1 we have, with respect to Gaussian measure
Np0, 1q,
}fąk}2 “ Ω
ˆ
Vrf s?
k
˙
.
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While the theorem is stated for Np0, 1q, it holds for Gp as well. Indeed, given a function f , define a new
function g by gpxq “ fpapp1´ pqx`pq. If x „ Np0, 1q thenapp1´ pqx`p „ Gp, and so Vrf sGp “ VrgsNp0,1q.
Our definition of f“i for Gp makes it clear that g“ipxq “ f“ip
a
pp1´ pqx ` pq, where g“i is the degree i
homogeneous part of g. This implies that }fąk}2Gp “ }gąk}2Np0,1q. Therefore Bourgain’s theorem for f and
Gp follows from the theorem for g and Np0, 1q.
Following closely the proof of [21, Theorem 3.1], we can prove a similar result for the slice.
Theorem 7.2. Fix k ě 2. Let f : `rns
pn
˘ Ñ t˘1u satisfy Infsi rfďks ď τ for all i P rns. For some constants
Wp,k, C, if τ ďW´1p,k Vrf sC and n ěWp,k{Vrf sC then
}fąk}2 “ Ω
ˆ
Vrf s?
k
˙
.
The condition Infsi rf s ď τ for all i P rns can be replaced by the condition Infci rf sµp ď τ for all i P rns.
Proof. We treat f as a harmonic multilinear polynomial. Since f is Boolean, working over νpn we have
}fąk}2 “ }f ´ fďk}2 ě }fďk ´ sgnpfďkq}2 “ }fďk}2 ` 1´ 2Er|fďk|s.
Lemma 5.2 shows that }fďk}2Gp “ }fďk}2p1 ˘ Oppk2{nqq. Since the absolute value function is 1-Lipschitz,
Theorem 5.8 applied to the parameter δ ą 0 shows that if τ ď I´kp δK and n ě Ikp {δK then then |Eνpnr|fďk|s´
EGpr|fďk|s| “ Oppδq. This shows that
}fąk}2νpn ě }fďk ´ sgnpfďkq}2Gp ´Op
ˆ
δ ` k
2
n
˙
.
Let g “ sgnpfďkq. With respect to Gaussian measure Gp, }fďk ´ g}2 ě }gąk}2 “ ΩpVrgs{
?
kq, using
Bourgain’s theorem (Theorem 7.1). Putting everything together, we conclude that
}fąk}2νpn ě Ω
ˆ
VrgsGp?
k
˙
´Op
ˆ
δ ` k
2
n
˙
. (5)
It remains to lower bound VrgsGp . Note first that over νpn, Vrf s “ 4Prrf “ 1sPrrf “ ´1s, and so
Prrf “ 1s,Prrf “ ´1s ě Vrf s{4. We can furthermore assume that
Pr
νpn
rfďk ě 2
3
s, Pr
νpn
rfďk ď ´ 2
3
s ě V
νpn
rf s{8,
since if for example Prrfďk ě 2
3
s ď Vrf s{8 then with probability at least Vrf s{8 we have f “ 1 and fďk ă 2
3
,
and so }fąk}2 “ }f ´ fďk}2 ě 1
9
¨ Vrf s{8 “ ΩpVrf sq. Corollary 5.9 applied with ǫ “ Vrf s{16 ď 1{3 shows
that for an appropriate c, if τ ď X´kp {c and n ě cXkp then
Pr
Gp
rfďk ě 1
3
s,Pr
Gp
rfďk ď ´ 1
3
s ě V
νpn
rf s{16,
and so VGprgs ě 4Vνpnrf s{16p1´Vνpnrf s{16q “ ΩpVνpnrfsq. Combining this with (5) shows that under νpn,
}fąk}2 ě Ω
ˆ
Vrf s?
k
˙
´Op
ˆ
δ ` k
2
n
˙
. (6)
Choosing δ “ cpVrf s{
?
k for an appropriate cp completes the proof.
We do not attempt to match here [21, Theorem 3.2], which has the best constant in front of Vrf s{?k.
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8 Kindler–Safra theorem
Theorem 7.2 implies a version of the Kindler–Safra theorem [22, 20], Theorem 8.5 below.
We start by proving a structure theorem for almost degree k functions. We start with a hypercontractive
estimate due to Lee and Yau [23] (see for example [13, Proposition 6.2]).
Proposition 8.1. For every p there exists a constant rp such that for all functions f :
`rns
pn
˘Ñ R, }Hrpf}2 ď
}f}4{3.
This implies the following dichotomy result.
Lemma 8.2. Fix parameters p and k, and let f :
`rns
pn
˘Ñ t˘1u satisfy }fąk}2 “ ǫ. For any i, j P rns, either
Infsijrf s ď ǫ{2 or Infsi,j rf s ě Jp,k, for some constant Jp,k.
Proof. Let r “ rp be the parameter in Proposition 8.1. Let g “ pf ´ f pijqq{2, so that Infsij rf s “ 4}g}2. Since
gpxq P t0,˘1u, }g}4{3
4{3 “ }g}2 “ 4 Infsijrf s. Proposition 8.1 therefore implies that
p4 Infsij rf sq3{2 “ }g}24{3 ě }Hrg}22 ě }Hrgďk}22 ě rk}gďk}2.
Since g “ pf ´ f pijqq{2, we can bound }gąk}2 ď }fąk}2 “ ǫ. Therefore
p4 Infsij rf sq3{2 ě rkp}g}2 ´ ǫq “ rkp4 Infsij rf s ´ ǫq.
If 4 Infsij rf s ą 2ǫ then 4 Infsij rf s ´ ǫ ą 4 Infsijrf s{2 and so 4 Infsijrf s ě r2k{4.
We need the following result, due to Wimmer [33, Proposition 5.3].
Lemma 8.3 ([33, Proposition 5.3], [13, Lemma 5.2]). Let f :
`rns
pn
˘ Ñ R. For every τ ą 0 there is a set
J Ď rns of size OpInfsrf s{τq such that Infsijrf s ă τ whenever i, j R J .
Combining Lemma 8.2 and Lemma 8.3, we deduce that bounded degree functions depend on a constant
number of coordinates, the analog of [27, Theorem 1].
Corollary 8.4. Fix parameters p and k. If f :
`rns
pn
˘ Ñ t˘1u has degree k then f depends on Op,kp1q
coordinates (that is, f is invariant under permutations of all other coordinates).
Proof. Apply Lemma 8.3 with τ “ Jp,k to obtain a set J of size Opk{Jp,kq. Lemma 8.2 with ǫ “ 0 shows
that for i, j R J we have Infsijrf s “ 0, and so f is invariant under permutations of coordinates outside of
J .
Using Bourgain’s tail bound, we can deduce a stability version of Corollary 8.4, namely a Kindler–Safra
theorem for the slice.
Theorem 8.5. Fix the parameter k ě 2. Let f : `rns
pn
˘ Ñ t˘1u satisfy }fąk}2 “ ǫ. There exists a function
h :
`rns
pn
˘ Ñ t˘1u of degree k depending on Ok,pp1q coordinates (that is, invariant under permutations of all
other coordinates) such that
}f ´ h}2 “ Op,k
ˆ
ǫ1{C ` 1
n1{C
˙
,
for some constant C.
Proof. Let F “ fďk. We can assume that 2ǫ ă Jp,k{2, since otherwise the theorem is trivial. Apply
Lemma 8.3 to F with parameter τ “ Jp,k ´ 2ǫ ą Jp,k{2, obtaining a set J of size Opk{τq “ Op,kp1q. It is
not hard to check that
Infsij rF s ď Infsijrf s ď Infsij rF s ` 2}fąk}2 “ Infsij rF s ` 2ǫ.
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Therefore if i, j R J then Infsijrf s ă τ ` 2ǫ “ Jk,p, and so Lemma 8.2 shows that InfsijrF s ď Infsijrf s “ Opǫq.
For x P t0, 1uJ , let Gx and gx result from F and f (respectively) by restricting the coordinates in J to the
value x. It is not hard to check that PrS„νpnrS|J “ xs ě pp ´ Opp|J |{nqq|J| “ Ωp,kp1q, as long as n ě Np,k
for some constant Np,k; if n ď Np,k then the theorem is trivial. We conclude that Infsij rGxs “ Op,kpǫq for
all i, j R J and }Gx ´ gx}2 “ }gąkx }2 “ Op,kpǫq. Together these imply that Infsijrgxs “ Op,kpǫq for all i, j R J ,
and so Infsi rgxs “ Op,kpǫq for all i R J .
We can assume that n ´ |J | ě n{2 (otherwise the theorem is trivial) and that the skew px of the
slice on which Gx, gx are defined satisfies px “ p ˘ Opp|J |{nq “ Θppq, and so Theorem 7.2 implies that
either maxi Inf
s
i rgxs ą W´1p,k VrgxsC , or n ă 2Wp,k{VrgxsC , or Vrgxs “ Op
?
k}gąkx }2q “ Op,kpǫq. Since
maxi Inf
s
i rgxs “ Op,kpǫq, we conclude that
Vrgxs “ Op,k
ˆ
ǫ1{C ` 1
n1{C
˙
.
Define a function g by gpSq “ ErgS|J s. The bound on Vrgxs implies
}f ´ g}2 “ Op,k
ˆ
ǫ1{C ` 1
n1{C
˙
.
If we let h “ sgn g then we obtain the desired bound }f ´ h}2 ď 4}f ´ g}2.
It remains to show that h has degree k if ǫ is small enough and n is large enough. We can assume
without loss of generality that J “ rM s, where M is the bound on |J |. We have }f ´ h}2 ě }fąk ´ hąk}2 ě
p}hąk} ´ ?ǫq2. Therefore
}hąk} ď ?ǫ`Op,k
ˆ
ǫ1{2C ` 1
n1{2C
˙
.
On the other hand, we can write h as a Boolean function H of x1, . . . , xM . Lemma 4.1 shows that deg h ď
degH , and so deg h ą k implies that degH ą k. Corollary 4.4(5) implies that for large enough n, }hąk} “
Ωp,Hp1q. Since there are only finitely many Boolean functions on x1, . . . , xM which can play the role of H ,
we conclude that if ǫ is small enough and n is large enough then deg h ď k.
We conjecture that Theorem 8.5 holds with an error bound of Op,kpǫq rather than Op,kpǫ1{C ` 1{n1{Cq.
9 t-Intersecting families
As an application of Theorem 8.5, we prove a stability result for the t-intersecting Erdo˝s–Ko–Rado theorem,
along the lines of Friedgut [17]. We start by stating the t-intersecting Erdo˝s–Ko–Rado theorem, which was
first proved by Wilson [32].
Theorem 9.1 ([32]). Let t ě 1, k ě t, and n ě pt ` 1qpk ´ t ` 1q. Suppose that the family F Ď `rns
k
˘
is
t-intersecting: every two sets in F have at least t points in common. Then:
(a) |F | ď `n´t
k´t
˘
.
(b) If n ą pt` 1qpk ´ t` 1q and |F | “ `n´t
k´t
˘
then F is a t-star: a family of the form
F “ tA P
ˆrns
k
˙
: S Ď Au, |S| “ t.
(c) If t ě 2, n “ pt` 1qpk ´ t` 1q and |F | “ `n´t
k´t
˘
then F is either a t-star or a pt, 1q-Frankl family:
F “ tA P
ˆrns
k
˙
: |AX S| ě t` 1u, |S| “ t` 2.
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The case t “ 1 is the original Erdo˝s–Ko–Rado theorem [11]. Ahlswede and Khachatrian [1, 3] found the
optimal t-intersecting families for all values of n, k, t.
A stability version of Theorem 9.1 would state that if |F | « `n´t
k´t
˘
then F is close to a t-star. Frankl [14]
proved an optimal such result for the case t “ 1. Friedgut [17] proved a stability result for all t assuming
that k{n is bounded away from 1{pt` 1q.
Theorem 9.2 ([17]). Let t ě 1, k ě t, λ, ζ ą 0, and λn ă k ă p 1
t`1 ´ ζqn. Suppose F Ď
`rns
k
˘
is a
t-intersecting family of measure |F | “ `n´t
k´t
˘´ ǫ`n
k
˘
. Then there exists a family G which is a t-star such that
|F△G|`
n
k
˘ “ Ot,λ,ζpǫq.
Careful inspection of Friedgut’s proof shows that it is meaningful even for sub-constant ζ, but only as
long as ζ “ ωp1{?nq. We prove a stability version of Theorem 9.1 which works all the way up to ζ “ 0.
Theorem 9.3. Let t ě 2, k ě t` 1 and n “ pt` 1qpk ´ t` 1q ` r, where r ą 0. Suppose that k{n ě λ for
some λ ą 0. Suppose F Ď `rns
k
˘
is a t-intersecting family of measure |F | “ `n´t
k´t
˘´ ǫ`n
k
˘
. Then there exists
a family G which is a t-star or a pt, 1q-Frankl family such that
|F△G|`
n
k
˘ “ Ot,λ
˜
max
˜ˆ
k
r
˙1{C
, 1
¸
ǫ1{C ` 1
n1{C
¸
,
for some constant C.
Furthermore, there is a constant At,λ such that ǫ ď At,λminpr{k, 1qC`1 implies that G is a t-star.
We do not know whether the error bound we obtain is optimal. We conjecture that Theorem 9.3 holds
with an error bound of Ot,λpmaxpk{r, 1qǫq.
Friedgut’s approach proceeds through the µp version of Theorem 9.1, first proved by Dinur and Safra [8]
as a simple consequence of the work of Ahlswede and Khachatrian. The special case p “ 1{d (where d ě 3)
also follows from earlier work of Ahlswede and Khachtrian [2], who found the optimal t-agreeing families in
Znd .
Theorem 9.4 ([8],[17],[12]). Let t ě 1 and p ď 1{pt` 1q. Suppose that F Ď t0, 1un is t-intersecting. Then:
(a) µppFq ď pt [8].
(b) If p ă 1{pt` 1q and µppFq “ pt then F is a t-star [17].
(c) If t ě 2, p “ 1{pt` 1q and µppFq “ pt then F is either a t-star or a pt, 1q-Frankl family [12].
Friedgut [17] deduces his stability version of Theorem 9.1 from a stability version of Theorem 9.4. While
Friedgut’s stability version of Theorem 9.4 is meaningful for all p ă 1{pt ` 1q, his stability version of The-
orem 9.1 is meaningful only for k{n ă 1{pt ` 1q ´ ωp1{?nq. A more recent stability result for compressed
cross-t-intersecting families due to Frankl, Lee, Siggers and Tokushige [15], using completely different tech-
niques, also requires k{n to be bounded away from 1{pt` 1q.
Friedgut’s argument combines a spectral approach essentially due to Lova´sz [24] with the Kindler–Safra
theorem [22, 20]. Using Theorem 8.5 instead of the Kindler–Safra theorem, we are able to obtain a stability
result for the entire range of parameters of Theorem 9.1. We restrict ourselves to the case t ě 2.
Our starting point is a calculation due to Wilson [32].
Theorem 9.5 ([32]). Let t ě 2, k ě t`1, and n ě pt`1qpk´ t`1q. There exists an `rns
k
˘ˆ `rns
k
˘
symmetric
matrix A such that ASS “ 1 for all S P
`rns
k
˘
, AST “ 0 for all S ‰ T P
`rns
k
˘
satisfying |S X T | ě t, and for
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all functions f :
`rns
k
˘Ñ R,
Af “
kÿ
e“0
λef
“e,
λe “ 1` p´1qt´1´e
t´1ÿ
i“0
p´1qi
ˆ
k ´ 1´ i
k ´ t
˙ˆ
k ´ e
i
˙ˆ
n´ k ´ e` i
k ´ e
˙ˆ
n´ k ´ t` i
k ´ t
˙´1
.
The eigenvalues λe satisfy the following properties:
(a) λ0 “
`
n
k
˘`
n´t
k´t
˘´1
.
(b) λ1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ λt “ 0.
(c) λt`2 ě 0, with equality if and only if n “ pt` 1qpk ´ t` 1q.
(d) λt`1 ą λt`2 and λe ą λt`2 for e ą t` 2.
Wilson’s result actually needs n ě 2k, but this is implied by our stronger assumption k ě t` 1 (Wilson
only assumes that k ě t) since pt` 1qpk ´ t` 1q ´ 2k “ pt´ 1qpk ´ pt` 1qq ě 0.
We need to know exact asymptotics of λt`2.
Lemma 9.6. Let t ě 2, k ě t` 1 and n “ pt` 1` ρqpk ´ t` 1q, where ρ ą 0. Let λ “ λt`2 be the quantity
defined in Theorem 9.5. Then
λ “ Ωtpminpρ, 1qq, lim
ρÑ8
λ “ 1.
Proof. Wilson [32, (4.5)] gives the following alternative formula for λ:
λ “ 1´
ˆ
t` 1
2
˙ t´1ÿ
i“0
2
i` 2
ˆ
t´ 1
i
˙ `k´t
i`2
˘`
n´k´t`i
i`2
˘ .
Algebraic manipulation shows that
λ “ 1´
t´1ÿ
i“0
pi` 1q
ˆ
t` 1
i` 2
˙ `k´t
i`2
˘`
n´k´t`i
i`2
˘ .
Calculation shows that n´ k ´ t “ pt` ρqpk ´ t` 1q ´ 2t` 1. Therefore
λ “ 1´
t´1ÿ
i“0
pi` 1q
ˆ
t` 1
i` 2
˙ `k´t
i`2
˘`pt`ρqpk´t`1q´2t`1`i
i`2
˘ .
This formula makes it clear that limρÑ8 λ “ 1, and that λ is an increasing function of ρ.
Assume now that ρ ď 1. Then
λ “ 1´
t´1ÿ
i“0
pi` 1q
ˆ
t` 1
i` 2
˙
pt` ρq´i´2
ˆ
1˘Ot
ˆ
1
k
˙˙
.
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Let us focus on the main term. Setting α “ 1{pt` ρq, we have
t´1ÿ
i“0
pi` 1q
ˆ
t` 1
i` 2
˙
αi`2 “
t´1ÿ
i“0
pi` 2q
ˆ
t` 1
i` 2
˙
αi`2 ´
t´1ÿ
i“0
ˆ
t` 1
i` 2
˙
αi`2
“ pt` 1q
t´1ÿ
i“0
ˆ
t
i` 1
˙
αi`2 ´
t´1ÿ
i“0
ˆ
t` 1
i` 2
˙
αi`2
“ pt` 1qα
tÿ
i“1
ˆ
t
i
˙
αi ´
t`1ÿ
i“2
ˆ
t` 1
i
˙
αi
“ pt` 1qαpp1` αqt ´ 1q ´ pp1 ` αqt`1 ´ 1´ pt` 1qαq
“ 1´ p1` αqtp1´ tαq.
Substituting α “ 1{pt` ρq, we obtain
t´1ÿ
i“0
pi ` 1q
ˆ
t` 1
i` 2
˙
pt` ρq´i´2 “ 1´ pt` ρ` 1q
t
pt` ρqt
ρ
t` ρ “ 1´
ρpt` 1` ρqt
pt` ρqt`1 .
Therefore when ρ ď 1,
λ “ ρpt` 1` ρq
t
pt` ρqt`1 ˘Ot
ˆ
1
k
˙
.
In particular, we can find some constant Ct such that
λ ě pt` 1` ρq
t
pt` ρqt`1
ˆ
ρ´ Ct
k
˙
.
Therefore for 2Ct{k ď ρ ď 1, we have λ “ Ωtpρq. Since λ is an increasing function of ρ, this shows that for
ρ ě 2Ct{k, we have λ “ Ωtpminpρ, 1qq.
In order to finish the proof, we handle the case ρ ď Ct{k. Consider n “ pt` 1qpk´ t` 1q ` 1. The value
of 1´ λ in this case is
1´ λ “
t´1ÿ
i“0
ˆ
t` 1
i` 2
˙ˆ
t´ 1
i
˙ `k´t
i`2
˘`
tpk´t`1q´2t`2`i
i`2
˘
“
t´1ÿ
i“0
ˆ
t` 1
i` 2
˙ˆ
t´ 1
i
˙ `k´t
i`2
˘`
tpk´t`1q´2t`1`i
i`2
˘ ˆ1´ i` 2
tpk ´ t` 1q ´ 2t` 2` i
˙
.
The value of the last expression without the correction term 1´ i`2
tpk´t`1q´2t`2`i is exactly 1 by Theorem 9.5,
and so
λ ě 2
tpk ´ t` 1q ´ 2t` 2 “ Ωt
ˆ
1
k
˙
.
Since λ is increasing in ρ, this shows that for all ρ ą 0 we have λ “ Ωtp1{kq. If also ρ ď Ct{k then this
implies that λ “ Ωtpρq, finishing the proof.
We need a similar result comparing the measures of t-stars and pt, 1q-Frankl families.
Lemma 9.7. Let t ě 2, k ě t` 1 and n “ pt` 1` ρqpk ´ tq ` t` 1, where ρ ą 0. Let m be the measure of
a t-star, and let m1 be the measure of a pt, 1q-Frankl family. Then
m´m1
m
“ Ωtpminpρ, 1qq, lim
ρÑ8
m´m1
m
“ 1.
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Proof. We have
m “
ˆ
n´ t
k ´ t
˙
, m1 “ pt` 2q
ˆ
n´ t´ 2
k ´ t´ 1
˙
`
ˆ
n´ t´ 2
k ´ t´ 2
˙
.
Computation shows that
m´m1
m1
“ 1´ pt` 2qpn´ kqpk ´ tq ` pk ´ tqpk ´ t´ 1qpn´ tqpn´ t´ 1q .
If n “ pt` 1qpk ´ t` 1q ` r then calculation shows that
m´m1
m1
“ rpr ` tpk ´ tq ` 1qpn´ tqpn´ t´ 1q ě
n´ t´ 1
n´ t
rpr ` tpk ´ tqq
pn´ t´ 1q2 .
Substituting r “ pk ´ tqρ, we obtain
m´m1
m1
ě n´ t´ 1
n´ t
pk ´ tq2ρpρ` tq
pk ´ tq2pt` 1` ρq2 “
n´ t´ 1
n´ t
ρpt` ρq
pt` 1` ρq2 .
This shows that limρÑ8pm´m1q{m1 “ 1. Since n ě pt`1qpk´t`1q ě t`2 implies pn´t´1q{pn´tq ě 1{2,
we also get
m´m1
m1
ě ρpt` ρq
2pt` 1` ρq2 .
As ρ Ñ 8, the lower bound tends to 1{2, and in particular, we can find ct such that for ρ ě ct we have
pm´m1q{m1 ě 1{3. When ρ ď ct, we clearly have pm´m1q{m1 “ Ωtpρq, completing the proof.
The method of Lova´sz [24] as refined by Friedgut [17] allows us to deduce an upper bound on }fąt}2 for
the characteristic function of a t-intersecting family.
Lemma 9.8. Let t ě 2, k ě t`1 and n “ pt`1qpk´t`1q`r, where r ą 0. Let F Ď `rns
k
˘
be a t-intersecting
family, and f its characteristic function. Then
}fąt}2 “ O
ˆ
max
ˆ
k
r
, 1
˙˙
¨ pm´ Erf sq, where m “
`
n´t
k´t
˘`
n
k
˘ .
Proof. Let A be the matrix from Theorem 9.5. Since }f“0} “ Erf s,
Erf s “ xf,Afy ě λ0 Erf s2 ` λt`2}fąt}2.
This already implies that Erf s ď λ´10 “ m. Since λ0 “ m´1 and Erf s ď m, we conclude that
}fąt}2 ď Erf s ´m
´1 Erf s2
λt`2
“ Erf sp1´m
´1 Erf sq
λt`2
ď m´ Erf s
λt`2
.
Lemma 9.6 completes the proof.
In order to prove our stability result, we need a result on cross-intersecting families.
Theorem 9.9 ([16]). Let F Ď `rns
a
˘
and G Ď `rns
b
˘
be cross-intersecting families: every set in F intersects
every set in G. If n ě a` b and b ě a then
|F | ` |G| ď
ˆ
n
b
˙
´
ˆ
n´ a
b
˙
` 1 ď
ˆ
n
b
˙
.
We can now prove our stability result.
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Proof of Theorem 9.3. In what follows, all big O notations depend on t and λ. We can assume that n
is large enough (as a function of t and λ), since otherwise the theorem is trivial. We use the parameter
p “ pk ´ t` 1q{n which satisfies λ{2 ă p ă 1{pt` 1q.
Let f be the characteristic function of F , so that Erf s “ m´ ǫ, where m “ `n´t
k´t
˘{`n
k
˘
. Lemma 9.8 shows
that }fąt}2 “ Opmaxpk{r, 1qqǫ, and so Theorem 8.5 shows that }f ´ g}2 ď δ for the characteristic function g
of some family G depending on J “ Jt coordinates, for some constant Jt, where δ “ Opmaxppk{rq1{C , 1qǫ1{C`
1{n1{Cq; here we use the fact that λ ď k{n ď 1{2. We want to show that if δ is small enough (as a function
of t) then G must be a t-star or a pt, 1q-Frankl family; if δ is large then the theorem becomes trivial.
We start by showing that if δ is small enough then G must be t-intersecting. Suppose without loss of
generality that G depends only on the first J coordinates. We will show that J “ G|rJs Ď t0, 1uJ must be
t-intersecting. If J is not t-intersecting, then pick A,B P J which are not t-intersecting, with |A| ě |B|. Let
A “ tS P `rnszrJs
k´|A|
˘
: AYS P Fu and B “ tS P `rnszrJs
k´|B|
˘
: BYS P Fu. Since n ě pt`1qk´pt2´1q and k ě λn,
if n is large enough then pk ´ |A|q ` pk ´ |B|q ď n´ 2J , and so Theorem 9.9 shows that |A| ` |B| ď ` n´J
k´|B|
˘
.
Therefore
}f ´ g}2 “ |F△G|`n
k
˘ ě ` n´Jk´|A|˘`n
k
˘ “ p|A|p1´ pqJ´|A|ˆ1˘Oˆ 1
pp1´ pqn
˙˙
“ Ωp1q,
using Lemma 3.4 (for large enough n) and the fact that p ą λ{2. We conclude that if δ is small enough,
J “ G|rJs must be t-intersecting.
Next, we show that if δ is small enough then G must be either a t-star or a pt, 1q-Frankl family. If G
is neither then µppJ q ă pt for all 0 ă p ď 1{pt ` 1q by Theorem 9.4, and in particular, since p ą λ{2,
µppJ q ď pt ´ γ for some γ ą 0; here we use the fact that there are finitely many t-intersecting families on J
points. Since νkpJ q “ µppJ qp1˘Op1{nqq due to Lemma 3.4, for large enough n and small enough ǫ we have
}f ´ g}2 ě pErf s ´ Ergsq2 ě pγp1 ˘Op1{nqq ´ ǫq2 “ Ωp1q.
We deduce that if n is large enough and ǫ is small enough then G is either a t-star or a pt, 1q-Frankl family.
It remains to show that if ǫ ď At,λminpr{k, 1qC`1 then G cannot be a pt, 1q-Frankl family. Define
τ “ minpr{k, 1q. Let m1 be the measure of a pt, 1q-Frankl family. Lemma 9.7 shows that m ´m1 “ Ωpτq
(since p ą λ{2 implies m “ Ωp1q). Therefore if G is a pt, 1q-Frankl family then Ergs ď m ´ Ωpτq. On the
other hand, Ergs ě Erf s ´ δ “ m´ ǫ´Oppǫ{τq1{C ` 1{n1{Cq. Put together, we obtain
Ωpτq ď ǫ`Oppǫ{τq1{C ` 1{n1{Cq.
Choose a constant c so that ǫ ď cτ implies
Ωpτq ď Oppǫ{τq1{C ` 1{n1{Cq;
if ǫ ą cτ then the theorem becomes trivial. The inequality implies that τC “ Opǫ{τq and so τC`1 “ Opǫq,
contradicting our assumption on ǫ for an appropriate choice of At,λ.
Our conjecture on the optimal error bound in Theorem 8.5 implies an error bound of Ot,λpmaxpk{r, 1qǫq
in Theorem 9.3.
10 Open problems
Our work gives rise to several open questions.
1. Prove (or refute) an invariance principle comparing νpn and γp,p for arbitrary (non-harmonic) multi-
linear polynomials.
2. Prove a tight version of the Kindler–Safra theorem on the slice (Theorem 8.5).
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3. The uniform distribution on the slice is an example of a negatively associated vector of random variables.
Generalize the invariance principle to this setting.
4. The slice
`rns
k
˘
can be thought of as a 2-coloring of rns with a given histogram. Generalize the invariance
principle to c-colorings with given histogram.
5. The slice
`rns
k
˘
has a q-analog: all k-dimensional subspaces of Fnq for some prime power q. The analog
of the Boolean cube consists of all subspaces of Fnq weighted according to their dimension. Generalize
the invariance principle to the q-analog, and determine the analog of Gaussian space.
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